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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
When stereotypes gave way to round characters; when asides gave
way to more natural dialogue;· when elocutj_on gave way to interpretation,
James A. Herne was on stage.

When fair damsels in distress were

replaced by starving children; when villains were replaced by social
evils; when melodrama was replaced by the drama of ideas, James A. Herne
was on stage.

More importantly, he was at his desk, writing melodramas,

rural come.dies, and dramas of ideas.

William Dean Howells called

Herne's most famous play, Margaret Fleming, an "epoch-marking rather
than an epoch-making play," and the statement might be broadened to
apply to Herne' s . en tire career as a dramatist..
new era in the
era.

A~erican

Herne' s cci.reer marks a

drama, but Herne's plays did not create that

He is not remembered for what he did, but rather for when he did

it.
If James Herne does not loom largely on the literary horizon, it
is surely for tht::. sam2
remained i.n obscurity:

rt:asm~

· that other

le:;:,~-knuwu

authur::; have

his war.ks have not lasted because they are of

more historic than artistic interest.

His plays are read, not for

their intrinsic value, but because they represent the first American
attempts at that realism in the drama which was sweeping Europe in the
latter part of the nineteenth century.
This is not to suggest that Herne does not deserve the attention
he has received.

His associ.ation with Hamlin Garland and William Dean

Howells, his pivotal role in the effort to establish the first independent
1
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theater in the United States, and his connection with Henry George and
William Jennings Bryan, all conspire to make his life a fascinating
mirror of the literary and political life of his day.

A larger figure

than Heme's might obscure the life around him by transcending his age.
But the more manageable figure of Herne reflects his times with little
distortion, and the mood of the 1890's in America's more cultured
circles is caught as one studies the correspondence and activities of
Herne and his friends.
Herne's small but unassailable place in American literary history
is aptly reflected in Herne scholarship.

There are no book-length

critical works on Herne; 1 the most complete studies are found in Quinn,
A History of the Am2rican Drama from the Civil War to the Present Day,
and Moses, The American Dramatist.

Other than these fairly broad

studies of Herne•s career, the only critical examinations of Herne and
his works are found in the journals.
en Herne's historical importance:

These concentrate, quite naturally,

some investigate his relationship

to the independent theater movement, while others squabble over his debt
to Ibsen.

Perhaps the most interesting essay is H. H. Waggoner's "The

Growth of a Realist," which links Herne to the scientific thought of
the day, and points out elements of naturalism in his plays.

Other than

these few articles, the most enlightening sources of information about
Herne come from articles by Herne's friends--B.

o.

Flower, J. J. Enneking,

Hamlin Garland, William Dean Howells--in contemporary journals such as
Arena and Harper's, and from Herne's daughter Julia, who has recorded
much ·in terms of biographical information in her note to Shore Acres
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and Other Plays.*
Herne's place, then, in American literary history is snug and
secure.

Critics grant that he is America's first dramatist of ideas;

that he first introduced realistic methods and dispensed with the
trappings of the melodrama.

They talk about causes (Ibsen, or natural

inclination?) and effects (the independent theater movement), and discuss techniques.

But little is said about Herne's views, about the

ideas which form the bases for his "dramas of ideas."

And yet these

constitute perhaps the most enlightening side of James Herne.

His plays

reflect with accuracy the tone and temperament of his times, not only
the literary aspects, but also the social.
And turbulent times they were.
in 1879.

Herne's first play was produced

That same year, Henry George's Progress and Poverty was

pablished, and the "single tax" was soon on the lips of many reformers.
It seemed to promise salvation for the farmers, whose plight was
steadily worsening.

Wheat prices were dropping at record rates.

Speculators drained farmers of their meager profits.

Soon the farmers

formed the People's party, vowing, despite giggles from the city folk,
to raise "less corn mid more hell."
Evolution, and the social theories that came with it, drew new
attention in the 1870's.

In 1871 Darwin's Descent of Man appeared,

specifically applying the evolutionary theory to the human species.
Herbert Spencer soon extended the theory far beyond the biological field,
and "survival of the fittest" found eager acceptance by monopolists and
*Herne schol~rship is made more difficult because of a peculiar problem:
the unique manuscripts of several plays were destroyed by fire after his
.death, and they now exist as earlier versions, reconstructions, and
actor's copies.
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land speculators who considered themselves "fittest."

Even science

and philosophy seemed to be turning against the poor, the "unfit."
"Demon rum" was also an object of criticism.

Prohibition was

established as early as 1851 in Maine, and by 1898 Kansas, North Dakota,
New Hampshire, and Vermont had followed her example.

Yet despite much

agitation against alcohol, the total consumption of intoxicating
beverages went, not down, but dramatically up, beginning in 1870. 2
Investment in the liquor business increased almost sevenfold between
1860 and 1880. 3
The liquor trade fought prohibitionists by opposing woman
suffrage, fearing that women would support the rising prohibition movement.

Indeed, the Prohibition party had endorsed woman suffrage, as

had the American Federation of Labor.

Women were making headway.

The

same could hardly be said for another underprivileged group--the Negroes.
Better educational facilities, though glowingly promised by reconstructionists, had never materialized.

Even as late as 1900 only eight

thousand Negro children were attending high schools in the entire
South.
scene:

4

And lynchings were still very much a part of the national
between 1885 and the turn of the century almost 2500 Negroes were

lynched. 5
Clearly something had to be done.
be going bad.

The American dream seemed to

Soon reform became the watchword.

This was the time of

Populists and progressives, of muckrakers and minorities.
up for free minds, free men, · and free silver ·.

The cry went

And in this time of

agitation and reform, James A. Herne was known as a "revolutionary or

~volutionary Progressive 11 ; 6 and was "almost as well known as a radical
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social reformer as he [was] as an actor." 7

He was convinced that art

must "strike at unequal standards and unjust systems. 118
"art for progress, the beautiful useful."

His ideal was

Dinner table conversa.t ion at

the Herne home ranged, according to Herne's daughter Julia, over the
following subjects:

"socialism, impressionism, evolution and the

nebular hypothesis, Ibsen, dress reform, heredity, theosophy, and, first,
last and always, Henry George's theory of the .Single Tax." 10

Herne

lectured on the single tax in many large cities, and he campaigned for
Bryan twice.
Mr. Herne, then, was intimately involved in the social and
political movements of his time.
is ,clearly mirrored in his ·plays.

And this involvement, not surprisingly,
A majority of the vital social

issues of Herne's day--the liquor problem, the equality of women, land
speculation, evolution, and Negro rights--find important places in his
works.

In this paper we shall study Herne's views on these subjects as

revealed in the plays.

We shall, in other words, study Herne as social

critic.
It would be less than accurate, however, to say that Mr. Herne
is primarilt a social critic, that he is primarily of the muckraking
school.

Though social issues are important in many of his plays, they

are never his overriding concern.

Hr. Herne is chiefly concerned with

human beings as they react to certain situations.

He is more concerned

with character than with _plot; with human truths than with social; with
timelessness than with timeliness.
be an artist.

He believed himself, above all, to

"Art is universal," he wrote.

"It can be claimed by no

man, creed, race, or time; • • •Mr. Mabie says:
belong to the time, for truth is for all time,.

'The truth does not
rnll

6

And yet the social issues present in Mr. Herne's plays are not
merely incidental parts of the background and plots.

His plays are not

like those "Civil War dramas" in which the lovers simply happen to live
in the Shenandoah Valley in the 1860's.

No.

The action hangs on these

issues, for Herne also believed that while truth must be universal, it
can be expressed only in contemporary terms.

"In all art, ancient and

modern," he wrote, "that which is in touch with contemporaneous life
adheres closest to truth, because it is produced through some peculiar
social condition. 1112

And again:

"I stand for art for truth's sake

because it perpetuates the everyday

l~fe

of its time, because it

develops the latent beauty of the so-called commonplaces of life,
because it dignifies labor and reveals the divinity of the COII\11lOn man."
James Herne wanted to present truth.

13

The radical reformer in him

presented it in terms of the burning social issues of his day.

The

artist in him accompanied it with innovative literary techniques.
It is the purpose of this study, then, to consider James Herne
as a social critic, to look at him in relationship to the social
turmoil in which he wrote.

But since his social purposes are always

accompanied or overshadowed by artistic purposes, such a study must also
consider literary techniques.

A chronological study of the plays,

emphasizing both social attitudes and innovative artistic techniques,
reveals the struggle between social radical and literary artist which
took place within the mind of Herne.

Such a study, hopefully, will fill

a gap in Herne scholarship worthy of being filled.
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Chapter 2
·DRIFTING .APART:

THE TEMPERANCE ISSUE

In Drifting Apart Herne first began to reveal himself as a social
critic.*

Its theme is "Demon Rum" and the power of alcohol to wreck

homes, ruin men, and starve children.

Julia Herne states that while

Drifting Apart has the drink problem for its theme, "this is only used
as an element of dramatic motivation," and that it is not in any direct
sense a "criticism of life." 1
saw the play disagree.

But other more experienced critics who

B. O. Flower calls it "probably the most powerful

temperance sermon ever produced on the boards of a theater." 2

Hamlin

Garland innnediately wrote to Herne encouraging him to continue in his
efforts to present truth.

As Julia reports, managers found the play

"too real, too good," and they told Herne that "art didn't pay.
They urged him to give up his ideals and write pot boilers."3

This

hardly sounds like an innocent rural comedy in which the temperance
issue is merely incidental.

And indeed it is not.

Though it has many

comic scenes, Drifting Apart is actually a hard-hitting attack on
alcohol.
SOCIAL CRITICISM
Drifting Apart was first produced in 1888, and to those of us
who normally associate prohibition with the 1920's, it may appear somewhat strange that Herne chose liquor for this first adversary.

But a

review of the background of prohibition makes the reason for Herne's
·*For a list of Herne's plays prior to Drifting Apart, see Appendix 1.
8

9 .

choice adequately clear.
Temperance was definitely an important social issue at the time
when Herne produced Drifting Apart.

There were many temperance

organizations active in the United States, even long before the Civil
War.

As early as 1859 women were "praying saloons closed" by remaining

before their doors in all weather, prayi_n g, and begging those who could
enter to sign the pledge, or ignore i t at the peril of their souls.

4

The National Prohibition Party launched its first Presidential candidate
in 1872.

And it was only two years after Drifting Apart was first

presented that Carry A. Nation received her "divine call" and began her
work of "hatchetation."
Yet despite all this fervent activity in the name of temp·erance,
alcohol consumption went up, and the power of the brewers strengthened.
Americans drank 6. 43 gallons per capi t~;;;; of intoxicating beverages in
1869, but by 1910 this amount had increased to a phenomenal 22.66
gallons. 5

In 1862 the brewers organized, vowi_n g to "sustain no candidate

of whatever party, in any election, who is in any way disposed towards
the total-abstinence cause. 116

And another of their objectives, the

reduction of beer tax, was soon accomplished:
barrel to 60 cents.
only 50 cents.

it dropped tram $1 a

And the tax on spirits fell from $2 a gallon to

Apparently the politicians were firmly in the hands of

the liquor interests, and a Chicago Tribune editorial may reveal why:
When our senators and representatives come reeling to their desks
in a state of intoxication and when all the avenues of political
life are crowded with debauchees, it is idle to hope that prohibitory laws could be enforced.7
It is surely natural, then, to find a man of Herne's earnest and
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compassionate nature appalled by this social evil.

Drifting Apart was

the result.
It would surely be ridiculous to examine Drifting Apart with the
intent of discovering Herne's attitude toward alcohol.
against it.

He is obviously

An examination, however, of the ways in which Herne

expresses his disapproval, reveals the depth of his hatred for alcohol,
and also establishes the fact that Drifting Apart is not merely a play
which has "the drink problem • • • as an element of dramatic motivation."
No.

The effect of alcohol on a home is not only the conflict upon

which all the dramatic action turns, but also the unifying theme of the
drama.
The drama takes place in the fishing village of Gloucester,
Massachusettes.

Mary, "the fishermen's child," so named because she is

an orphan raised collectively by the villagers, is engaged to Jack,
who will return from the sea shortly.

In the meantime, she is politely

refusing to acknowledge the protestations of love which Percy Seward, a
rich young man from Boston, pours forth.
to be friends, and Jack soon returns home.

Percy and Mary finally agree
Mary and Jack are then

married, and they share their home with Jack's widowed mother.
The dramatic conflict centers around Jack's promise to Mary that
he will never touch another drop of alcohol after their marriage.

We

learn very early in Act I that Jack has a fondness for a "social glass,"
and that Percy fears this fondness will ruin Mary's happiness.

We are

thus prepared, in Act II, for Mary's misgivings as Jack prepares to go
to a Christmas party with the fishermen.

Though he promises ·he won't

drink, and that he'll come home early, Mary tells her mother-in-law, as
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soon as· Jack leaves, that "it seems as if some great evil was about to
fall upon us" (p. 118).*

And her misgivings are only too justified.

,Jack comes home in a drunken stupor, singing "We won't go home till
morning," and collapses on the floor.

Mary faints, and the curtain falls

on Act II.
Act III, five years later, finds Mary in the mansion of Percy
Seward, who has rescued her and her daughter from the poverty resulting
from Jack"s alcoholism.

Jack's mother is dead, and Mary has not heard

from her husband since . he struck her and walked out of their dismal hut
four years earlier.

Even Mary, formerly an angel of perfection, has

been driven to dishonesty by her husband's alcoholism:

for the sake

of her daughter she has been forced to pretend that she is married to
Percy, even though her husband's death cannot be proven.

Percy tells

M.s mother that they are married, and this lie is abhorrent to Mary:
l!This deceit--this living lie--Oh!
being before.

Shame!

Shame!!

Percy I have never deceived a human

Shame!" (p. 123)

Whether or not Mary

has been driven any deeper in sin than lying is difficult to know.
implication is that she has.
of Heaven .. "

The

Percy says she is his "wife in the sight

And though she cannot bear to utter the word, Mary admits

that she is actually only his mistress.

In any case, the innocent

Mary, who has been projected as a creature of purity and perfect
simplicity, is forced by alcohol to abandon her sinless life.

She "sold

the mother to save the child" · (p. 129).
*References to the text of the play will be documented in parentheses
by reference to the page number in The Early Plays of James A. Herne,
A. H. Quinn, eda
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This sacrifice, however, is to no avail.
aged, ill," appears at the Seward residence.

Jack, "gray hair, pale,

Mrs. Seward learns that

Percy and Mary are not husband and wife, and Mary is forced to live with
Jack once more.

Act IV finds them in a squalid garret in a dirty

tenement house.

Mary is pale and thin, Jack haggard.

work, and they have not eaten for days.
starving to death.

He can find no

Their daughter is slowly

And again Mary sinks morally due to the effects of

her husband's alcoholism.

Earlier she had performed actions which

were against her high moral code, but she hated those actions.
even her feelings have been corrupted.

Now

She tells Jack, "Go, beg, steal,

murder, but bring food . to my starving child."

And, for the moment at

least, she means it.
Mary's moral deterioration due to liquor is one of Berne's most
powerful arguments for temperance.

Arguments based or1 the effects to

those who drink may be minimized by the more callous with the words
"they bring it upon themselves."

But the adverse effects to those who

are in no way to blame cannot be ignored.

Through Mary's gradual

abandonment of her former standards of morality, Herne depicts the moral
effects of drinking on those who are innocent.

The physical effects

are depicted in the last part of Act IV, a scene described by Julia as
ranking "in tragic power and stark realism with anything he wrote. 118
In this scene little Mary sees "a beautiful ship, all gold and
silver," coming to take her and her parents away "to the most beautiful
land" (p. 133).

This touching hallucination is the final manifestation

of the starvation which is gradually killing the little girl.

She tells

her mother that all is growing dark, and that she must hurry to .catch
the beautiful ship.

Then she dies in her mother's arms, just as Jack
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rushes in, his arms laden with food.

But for Mary also it is too late.

She tells Jack, "I must go with baby--" and she too dies.
Act V reveals that what has seemingly taken place is actually
only a nightmare in Jack's drunken sleep as he lies on the floor of his
home that Christmas eve in Act II.

His mother is still alive, Mary is

well, and "little Mary" does not yet even exist.

But the fact that all

these dreadful events have not occurred surely does not justify our
ignoring them, our contending that alcohol is not the real issue in the
play.

While the events may not have "happened" in "real

life~"

they

certainly occurred on the stage, as witnessed by the fact that the
audiences of the time did indeed believe that these events were real.
Mrs. Herne attributes the unpopularity of the play to the fact that
"the audiences resented the discovery that their emotions had been
harrowed by what was after all unreality,.

Audiences believed

that Jack's nightmare was real because they believed that alcohol could
in reality have such effects.
may seem somewhat too real.

Indeed, for some the nightmare section
For Herne may not have alerted his audience

well enough to the fact that something extraordinary was happening.

And

so the effect was perhaps one more of shock than of relief.
Berne's contention in Drifting Anart, then, is that alcohol has
drastically harmful effects on both the drinker and those nearest him.
The drinker decays physically (Jack is "pale, aged, ill") and morally
(he strikes his wife and deserts her),' and so do those who are tied to
him by social and emotional bonds.

Mary is reduced to lying, "living

in sin," and contemplating murder; and she and her daughter both die of
starvation.

Clearly Drift:i.ng Apart is a strong protest against a

growing social evil.
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ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES
Miss Herne's statement, however, that the play is not a "criticism
of life," is not wholly misleading.

There is much in the play which has

only the remotest connection with Herne's social purpose.

Herne

apparently believed that the rather stark scenes of despair, drunkenness,
and death, would be more palatable to the audiences if they were accompanied by light-hearted comic scenes.

In Drifting Apart Herne attempted

the sort of tragi-comic mixture found in the works of Corneille and in
Shakespeare's romances.

And though his efforts were very awkward--Herne

himself admits that the comic scenes form the weakest part of the play--,
they reveal something about Herne the artist and his turn away from the
melodrama.
The comic scenes are invariably connected with the figures of
Si and Hester.

It is Hester's ,malapropisms and Si's attempts at

musicianship which form the comic elements of Act I.

The foreboding

atmosphere of Act II is relieved as soon as Hester and Si appear to
announce to Mary their "day-bu."

Mary's tragic situation in Act III,

where she finds herself "living a lie,'.' is easily forgotten for a time
in Si's antics with thE: guests and his "terrific leaps anci steps" during
the sedate waltz at the Seward home.

Naturally the starvation scene

must exclude these comic characters, but they come in immediately when
the tragic atmosphere of the nightmare must be dispelled.

Si suggests

that Jack's dreaming will be cured by "a few appetite pills or a little
blood root."

The entire play, though in some respects dark and forboding,

of ten has the feeling of a modern musical comedy because of these two
character.s .

Si and ·Hester perform two "song and dance" routines; Si

plays "The Girl I Left Behind Me" on his clarinet; Hester leads the
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villagers in a song of welcome for Jack; and the play ends with all the
main characters singing, "Turn your glasses upside down."
What do these rather fumbling attempts at mixing tragedy with
comedy tell us about Herne the artist?

The fact that he tried to create

a tragi-comic effect is evidence that he was definitely a conscious
artist even in this early play.

The way in which he tried to produce

this effect indicates the direction that his artistic efforts would move
in his later plays.
The comic effects all center around Si and Hester.

These two

characters are simple, uneducated, ingenuous people, and in this respect
they resemble characters found throughout Herne's works.
simple, rural people, both in life and in art.

Herne loved

He adored the fishermen

and farmers of Maine and Massachusettes and could not resist putting
them in his plays.

And although many point out Herne's allegiance to

Ibsen, he himself declared his debt to Dickens and Boucicault.

He was

irresistibly drawn to the real, human characters he perceived in both
these authors. 10
And it was this love of simple, kindly people which led Herne
toward the realistic techniques for which he is noted.

One of the

things he loved about these people was their speech, and he tried to
capture their accents and colloquialisms in his _dialogue.

Instead of

the stiff, grammatical phrases of the melodrama, Herne tried to give his
characters natural speeches which would reflect the naturalness of the
people he loved.

Here are a few lines from the part of Sergeant Barket,

an uneducated soldier in Bronson Howard's Shenandoah, produced the same
year as Drifting Apart:
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She was dashing through the woods on a gray horse, sur; and we had
the divil's own chase. But we came up wid her, at last, down by the
bend in Oak Run. Just at that moment we saw the figure of a
Confederate officer, disappearing among the trays on the ither
side.11
Although there is some attempt at conveying a sort of "back-woods"
accent, and a few grammatical errors are added, such words as "dashing"
and "among"; phrases such as "just at that moment" and "the figure of a
Confederate officer," reveal the literate author behind the illiterate
soldier.

Compare them with these lines from Si's dialogue:

He was a powerful musicianer, I've seen him play the trombone and
Macbeth the same night. He's dead! Yes--Trombone busted in the
last act an' blowed the top of his head off. Somebody loaded it
while he was on the stage "a ministerin' to a mind deseased [sic]"
(p. 111).
Surely these are more like the words of an illiterate man.
Of course, Herne was not innnediately successful in his attempts
at realistic dialogue:

though Mary claims to be "unlearned," much of her

dialogue reads like the Oxford English Dictionary.

For example:

• • • to be the staff of his aged mother's declining years and
perhaps to close her gentle eyes in sleep at last--to bid him
godspeed on his departure and welcome home on his return.
Perhaps one day to place within his arms a fragile image of
himself, to kneel with him and thank the giver of all good for
the boon of his bescowal--the greatest in his gifts, the blessing
of motherhood (p. 107).
At times, however, her dialogue is closer to that of Hester and Si:
"But the bill don't say .what you do, what you do do?" (p. 120).

Herne

apparently had trouble, at first, giving "unlearned" dialogue to a
character to whom he also wished to give gentle manners and noble
sentiments.

But the dialogue of the other characters makes it clear

that in .Drifting Anart Herne was making a conscious attempt at the
verbal naturalness which marked the realistic movement.
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Herne's love of simple, country people also led him to abandon
the traditional villain of the melodrama.

Since he believed deeply in

the innate goodness of these people, it would have been contrary to his
nature to present one of them in the role of a villain.

So he trans-

ferred the evil in his plays from the shoulders of a thoroughly rotten
"bad guy," to those of a flawed but well-meaning fellow, more to be
pitied than to be despised.

And in so doing he created a much more

subtle character than the villain of the melodrama.

Boucicault, had he

written Drifting Apart, would surely have made Jack a slovenly, eviltempered husband who beat his wife and made no attempts at reformation.
But since Herne could not bear to have the audience think badly of poor
Jack, he made him a helpless victim of his own appetite.

Not only is

this abandonment of the stereotyped villain a step toward realism, the
placing of blame on a vague, unknown force rather than on a single
person is a step toward literary naturalism, with its emphasis on the
forces of heredity and environment.
Though attempts at natural dialogue and the absence of a villain
are certainly connnonplaces of today's drama, in Herne's day these
features of Drifting Apart branded him as an innovat:or.

lr1ey are

accompanied by other realistic techniques--com.monplace conversation,
fairly rounded characters--which were more fully developed by Herne in
later plays.

But they were enough to doom Drifting Apart.

In con-

temptuous tones managers labelled the play "art," and it was only a
"mediocre financial success."

But it caught the attention of Garland

and Howells, and it launched Herne on his career toward realism in the
drama.
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These techniques were indeed innovative, and they are among those
which helped make Herne a memorable figure in the history of the drama,
But they were not so innovative as another technique employed in
Drifting Apart.

This last refers to Herne's skillful use of what

Mrs. Herne called the "cut back," or dream sequence.

Through the use of

this technique Herne could create stark tragedy in Acts III and IV, and
then inunediately restore a festive, comic mood in Act V by revealing
that the tragic scenes had been merely a nightmare.
Though this technique is fairly common in books (Alice in
Wonderland, C. S. Lewis' The Great Divorce), and we are accustomed to
such cuts on film, it is rather a sophisticated technique for the
drama, and Herne used it quite successfully~

Mrs. Herne calls tbis an

"early use" of the technique, but apparently it has been used neither
before nor since in quite the same way.
Berne's success in handling this technique depends on several
factors.

First, the two acts of this sequence have some of the nebulous,

incoherent qualities of a dream.
relationship of Mary and Percy.
them that

seem~

dream-like.

We are never quite sure of the
Si's antics have a ridiculousness about

And Jack's appearance at the Seward

residence after so many years of absence is as improbable as many events
in a dream.

But Herne was careful not to make the dream sequence so

unreal that the audience would suspect that what takes place is a dream,
The spectators must believe that the dream is real as it occurs, yet
they must also remember a dreamlikeness after it is finished.

And

although Herne succeeds in convincing the audience that the dream
sequence is real, he may not use this technique of dreaminess enough to
save the audience from being shocked.

He succeeds as far as he goes;
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but he may not go far enough.
Second, the transition between dream and reality is effective.
Jack's last speech in Act IV, as he holds Mary's limp body in his arms,
repeats many of the phrases which he had spoken before leaving the house
in Act II.
Come let's fill the stockin's, perhaps in a year there may
be another stockin' hangin' here. Ha! ha! (p. 134).
Yet parts of it also refer to the dream;
Here's Mary--she's not well, poor girl--quick, food.
She's starvin', I tell you-~ (p. 134).
and other parts are confused mixtures of the two:
Let's go home, back to the old home in Gloucester--Poor child-I have so loved--so wronged you. But I'll make amends--I'll
drink no more, come. Mother, be . sure you put plenty of onions
-in the stuffin'-- (p. 134).
.
Then the mumbling which opens Act V, as Jack emerges from the dream,
again repeats phrases from the dream itself:
No--no--you shall not tear her from me--I tell you she
is not dead--let her go-- (p. 134).
Though this is net an extremely complex transition, still it gives the
audience the feeling of a hazy zone between sleeping and waking, the
feeling of emerg:iDg fr0r.! a dr-am.

a.udience is

unsure of what has occurred, just as Jack himself is unsure.
Third, the revelation that Mary's death has only been a dream
comes as a complete surprise to the audience, as witnessed by Mrs.
Herne's comment.

This has two effects.

It shows powerfully and

believably the effects of alcohol on a peaceful home, and it supplies
a comic ending, which was demanded by most audiences at that time.
Thus Herne the social critic hoped to please himself by preaching
his sermon, while Herne the artist tried to please the audience by
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effectively giving them a happy ending without spoiling the social
impact.

And although the spectators did not fully appreciate what he

did to please them, his efforts to please himself, to present truth,
were the occasion for a turning point in his life.

He soon.became a

close friend of Garland, who introduced him to Howells, convinced him
of the justice of the single tax, and acquainted him with the realistic
movement.

Herne himself recalls that through .Drifting Apart he and his

wife met
a sympathetic man, now an esteemed friend, .who in turn brought
others, and our lives were broadened and bettered, for through
these friends we learned that we had been ·unconsciously working
along the lines of thought held by some of the great modern
masters of art.11
The result was Margaret Fleming, Heme's best-remembered play.
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Chapter 3

MARGARET FLEMING:

THE EQUALITY OF WOMEN

Margaret Fleming created quite a stir in literary and artistic
circles on the east coast when it was produced in Boston in 1891, and
it did so because of both its subject matter and its realistic technique.
Some found the subject shocking:
And are the
to see upon
the various
Commandment

audiences that would attend this new theater prepared
the stage studies of passions and expositions of
results that may attend the violation of the Seventh
in its simplicity and ramifications?l

Others equated realism with boredom:
Yet there is raerit to be found in the p:tece if we take the playwright's point of view, which is the same point of view we take
when we read the morning newspaper and buy meat at the butcher'~
shop. The piece is consistent. It is realistic in everything.
But j_n any case this drama was so revolutionary that Boston managers
refused to play it, even though many well-known men were urging them to
do so.

Herne and his friends were finally forced to rent a hall and

present the play without benefit of backdrops.

And as a result of

Margaret Fleming's struggle to be heard, the first

independ~nt

theater

movement in the United States was launched.
Because of all these things--treatment of a current social issue,
realistic technique, connection with the independent theater movement-Margaret Fleming is Herne's best-remembered play.

It is frequently

called "America's first modern drama of ideas," 3 and Herne himself is
labelled "an artistic pioneer" 4 because of this play.

But an examination

of Margaret .Fleming in terms of either subject matter or technique, has
not, until now, been undertaken.

Such a study reveals Herne the social
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critic as he defends the rights of women, and Herne the artist as he
improves upon and adds to the techniques employed in ·Drifting ·Apart.
SOCIAL CRITICISM
The cause of . woman suffrage was in full swing when Herne wrote
Margaret Fleming.

Women became involved in the other social causes of

the day, and they soon realized that they themselves were a social
cause.

It was a woman, Elizabeth Lease, who was unladyl-ike eno,ugh to

advise the farmers to raise "less corn and more hell."

And it was

women who posed the greatest threat to the brewers, so much so that this
powerful group opposed woman suffrage.
headway, and they could not be stopped.

But women were quickly making
The number of women gainfully

employed rose from two and a half million in 1880 to eight million in
1910. 5

And powerful groups such as the Prohibition Party and the

American Federation of Labor early favored woman suffrage.

Still,

suffrage was some time off, and other benefits still further in the
future.

Marriage and divorce laws worked to women's disadvantage, work

in the sweatshops was worse than that of the household, and the double
standard of morc:i.lity was almutit everywhere accepted96
It was this ·last, the double standard, which Herne chose as the
focal point of his attack.

And there is apparently no question that

most of those who saw the play saw in it a direct social purpose.
B.

o.

Flower calls it "the most powerful protest against the double

standard of morals to be found in our dramatic literature. 117

Julia notes

that "because the drama advocated a single standard of sexual morality
it was called 'shocking' and 'radical. "' 8

For an example of the reaction

of those who were shocked, we turn to William

Winter~

who calls
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Margaret Fleming
one of those crude and completely ineffectual pieces of hysterical
didacticism which are from time to time produced on the stage with
a view to the dismay of libertines by an exhibition of some of the
evil consequences of licentious conduct.9
Even those who were bored recognized that the author was trying to teach
them something:
Mr. James Herne, the author of Margaret Flemin&, is not, in this
instance a dramatic author, but a preacher; and Mr. Heme's
method of illustrating his subject is partly photographic and
partly exhortatory. • • • He has been reading the tedious
compositions of Mr. Ibsen.lo.
But according to Garland, though some were shocked and others bored, the
women of Boston recognized it as a social drama clearly advocating their
equality:

Mrs. Herne, as Margaret,

seemed to be speaking for all womankind, whose sorrowful history
we are only just beginning to read truthfully. It is no wonder
that Mrs. Herne appealed with such power to the thinking women of
Boston. Never before had their case been so stated. 11
So there is no doubt, as there was in the case of Drifting Apart, that
·Margaret Fleming has a direct and evident social purpose.
Herne's attitude toward women and the double standard is not
explicitly stated in the play.
clear.

But the action makes it abundantly

l1arga:rt::L and Fhilip Fleming have been married only a few years,

and they are very happy.

The day on which the action begins is the

first birthday of their little daughter, Lucy . . That same day Philip's
mistress gives birth to his illegitimate son.

He hasn't seen the girl

for months, but Dr. Larkin, who has discovered that Philip is the
father, demands that Philip visit her, since the girl is dying.

He

does so, but naturally says nothing to Margaret.
By the next morning Philip has practically forgotten the incident.
He leaves for work in his usual light-hearted mood.

Unfortunately, the
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sister of Lena, the dying girl, is .Margaretts maid.

When she sees that

her servant is upset, the compassionate Margaret naturally inquires as
to what is wrong.
Lena.

Upon learning the trouble, Margaret promises to visit

When she arrives at the poor apartment, the girl has just died.

But her deathbed letter reveals the identity of the child's father.

The

girl's sister is enraged and produces a pistol, with which she swears to
kill Philip.

The shock is too great, and Margaret, who has a hereditary

weakness, goes blind.

She demands that everyone leave her, and that

they send for Philip.

While she waits, she hears the crying of the

hungry inf ant, and she is taking it to her own breast as Philip enters
and the curtain falls on Act III.
The final act takes place several weeks later in the Flemfng
home.

We learn that Margaret has taken the illegitimate child into her

home, and that a delicate operation will restore her sight.

Philip,

who has run away, returns during the act and begs forgiveness.

Margaret

decides it is best that they continue to live together, but she does
not know if she can ever be a wife to Philip again.

The curtain falls

on a note of probable reconciliation.
Once again Herne attacl.:s a social evil by si:10wing it in action,
by revealing its effects on those involved.

It is the double standard,

the idea that men may commit adultery with virtually no social condemnation, which allows Philip to do what he does without thinking.

He

does not realize that he has done anything wrong until he sees the grief
which he has brought his innocent wife.
Lena's pregnancy as a nuisance.
I'm no worse than other men.

Before this he merely thought of

He tells Dr. Larkin, "Well, after all,

Why; I haven't seen the girl in months ••
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If she'd done as I told her to, this thing wouldn't have happened"
(pp. 470-471).*

He seems totally unaware of any harm to his wife, child,

or mistress, until it is too late.

The implication is that if a good,

decent, fellow who loves his wife and baby commits adultery without a
second thought, then perhaps society is at fault for condoning the
double standard.
The degeneration of a happy marriage, the blindness of Margaret,
the death of Lena, may all be blamed on the double standard.

The most

explicit statement against it comes at the end of Act IV, where Margaret
and Philip finally face each other:

MARGARET.

Suppose--I--had been unfaithful to you?
(With a cry of repugnance.) Oh, Margaret!
MARGARET. - (Brokenly.) There! You see! You are a man and.: you have
your ideals of--the--sanctity--of the thing you love.
Well, I am a woman--and perhaps--!, too, have the same
ideals. I don't know. But I, too, cry pollution.
(pp. 506' 507) •
PHILIP.

- - An attack on the double standard was a blow to the root of the
opposition which women faced in their fight for equality.

For it

resulted in attitudes which could not be legislated, as could the vote.
Women might be equal in the eyes of the law, but until they were also
equal with men where it really matters, in people's minds, they would
not have gained true equality.

James Herne knew this, and that is why

he chose the double standard, and not suffrage, _for the subject of his
attack on the inequality of women.

ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES
As in subject matter Margaret Fleming touched upon a topic
*References to the text of the play will be documented in parentheses by
reference to the page number in The Black Crook, Myron Matlaw, ed.
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Granted, Margaret Fleming is far from being a "modern drama."
crisis still depends upon plot

(M~rgaret's

the emotional responses of the characters.

discovery) rather than upon
In a twentieth-century drama

Margaret would have sensed Philip's infidelity long before.
still a great improvement on the melodrama.
used many realistic techniques.

The

But it is

As in ·Drifting Apart, Herne

And he not only included those

techniques--natural dialogue, absence of a villain--which we noted in
Drifting Apart, he also improved on them and added others.
Much of the dialogue in Margaret Fleming is more realistic than
that in Drifting Apart.

Whereas in the earlier play Herne gave natural

dialogue to the low comedy characters but was unable to do the same for
Mary, the heroine, in the later play he succeede<l in giving realistic
dialogue to all the characters, including Margaret:
There is no use now lamenting what was done yesterday. That's
finished. Tomorrow? What are you going to do with that? The
past is dead. We must face the living future. Now, Philip, · there
are big things ahead for you, if you will only look for them. They
certainly will not'come to you. I will help you--we will fight
this together (p. 508).
~Compare these words with those of Zoe, the heroine of Boucicault's The
Octoroon:

My father gave me freedom. • • .Let me be sold then, that I
may free his name. I give him back the liberty he bestowed on me;
for I can never repay him the love he bore his poor Octoroon child,
on whose breast his last sigh was drawn, into whose eyes he looked
with the last gaze of affection.
Margaret's passage is somewhat too didactic in content (as will be
discussed later).

But in terms of syntax and word choice it is much

more lifelike than the excerpt from Boucicault.
unnatural mainly because of the
of subordination.

l~ngth

Zoe's lines are

of sentence and the high occurrence

Zoe's longest sentence is a whopping forty-two words,
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whereas Margaret's is only sixteen.

In this brief passage Zoe uses

subordination six times, while Margaret does not use it at all.

She

uses simple sentences, where Zoe's are almost invariably complex.
easy to see why Margaret's speech is so much more living:

It is

in actual

conversation one seldom uses subordination, and even less often makes
very long sentences.

The sentences are seldom complete at all, as is

the case, very often, with Margaret.
In terms of vocabulary, too, Margaret is more realistic.

Zoe

speaks of love that is "borne," sighs that are "drawn," and eyes which
"gaze."

Margaret, though she does speak of "lamenting," tends to use

more conunon expressions like "big things" and "we will fight this
together."
And Herne made another, different kind of progress in the
dialogue:

he eliminated the aside, which is present, though infrequent,

:!.n Drifting P_part and his other early plays.

That Herne should

relinquish a convention that was taken so much for granted at the time
is rather remarkable.

Herne was forced to limit our knowledge of his

characters to their outward actions and words, and yet he succeeded in
revealing their inner psychology far more effectively than those playwrights who allowed themselves the luxury of letting the characters
tell their innermost thoughts.

To modern play-goers this may seem

obvious; to Herne it was a trial and a revelation.
Still, for all the praise due his innovations in dialogue, it is
also in the dialogue that we find one of the flaws in Margaret Fleming:
a tendency toward didacticism.

Howells pointed it out nicely in his

Editor's Comment in Harpers (LXXXIII, 1891):

"At times the wife
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preached, and that was bad; there were passages of the grossest
romanticism in the piece, and yet it was a piece of great realism in its
whole effect."
PHILIP.
MARGARET.

Let us have an example:
You brought the child here?
What other thing was there for me to do? Surely if
he was good enough to bring into the world, he is good
enough to find a shelter under your roof •• ~ .Give him
a name, educate him. Try to make atonement for the wrong
you did his mother. You must teach him never to be
ashamed of her, to love her memory--motherhood is a
divine thing--remember that Philip, no matter when, or
how (p. 508).

This "preachiness" should not be overlooked.
overemphasized.

Neither should it be

It occurs only a few times, at the very end.

Herne

actually did admirably in avoiding the obvious.

In this passage he

comes nearest to explicitly stating his theme.

In general, Herne: is

quite faithful to his credo of "truth with subtlety."
Thus in terms of dialogue=> Herne improved on his innovations in
Drifting Apart.

In characterization, too, he made progress.

~fl1ile

in

Drifting Apart there is no stereotyped character of evil, the other
characters are somewhat flat.

Mary is perfection itself, and although

she degenerates, we know this is contrary to her nature, and that it is
not her fault.

?ercy is the unselfish friena who always knows best and

never gets angry.
his passions.

And Jack is the simple fisherman who cannot control

These three main characters, while they are not simply

stereotypes, are far from being the complex people we meet i.n Margaret
Fleming.

It is true that the minor characters are not well-rounded, but

surely we cannot take Herne to task for this.

It is very nearly

impossible to make all the characters in a play complex; in fact, it is
hardly desirable.

Moody maids and self-reproaching office-boys would

only be distracting.

That is why examination limited to the main
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characters is legitimate.
Dr. Larkin is perhaps the least rounded, the least complex of
the three main characters which we shall examine.
situation is quite simple:

His reaction to the

it is moral indignation.

his relations, mostly those with Philip.

This dominates all

He is extremely insulting

to this "moral leper," although the doctor is normally a refined, welleducated man with the best of manners.

But he cannot remain the calm,

detached scientist in the face of Philip's adultery.

He becomes almost

tyrannical in his efforts to right the wrong so far as possible:

he

orders Philip to visit Lena and to get Margaret out of town; later he
almost shoves Margaret out the door of the cottage where the girl is
dying.

He is the personification of moral outrage.

And yet he is

overpowered by Margaret, who demands that he leave her there, alone, to
meet Philip.

His efforts to shelter her are overshadowed by the

strength of her will, and he is forced to retire from their lives and
let them meet their crisis alone.

So even the least complex of the

three main characters has some ambiguities.

His driving desire to right

wrong acquiesces to the realization that the victim has the right, even
the need, to face the one who has wronged him •
....

Philip, like Jack, is Herne's substitute for a villain.

Though it

is his act of adultery against which the barb of this "problem play" is
aimed, he is far from a disagreeable character.

The first scene has the

amiable, easy-going sweetness of Philip's character almost as its theme.
He is generous, kind, and understanding.

And as such, he is no villain.

As in Drifting Apart, where the blame is placed on Jack's passions
rather than on Jack himself, the blame is shifted away from Philip to
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society itself.

As was pointed out earlier, Philip commits his sin

without even realizing the full import of his behavior.
I never realized before the iniquity--of my-I did not know.
behavior. Oh, if I only had my life to .live over again. Men,
as a rule, do not consider others when urged on by their desires.
How you must hate me (p. 507).
Were the blame to rest upon Philip, he would not remain lovable.

Were

there no one on whom to place the blame, Philip's action would not be
credible.

By putting the blame on society in this way, Herne is once

again able . to create a lovable "villain" who is nonetheless believable.
Margaret is, of course, the most complex, and therefore the most
interesting, character.

This complexity is shown throughout the play.

Her sweet, playful fragility suddenly turns to ama.zing s tre.ngth "tqhen
she takes the pistol from Maria, sends her mess.age to Philip, and
commands the others to leave her.
dead girl.

Naturally she feels pity for the

But this pity suddenly turns to indignation for the wrong

done to herself.
You think--I--am happy--because I am his wife? Why you poor fool,
that girl never in all her life suffered one thousandth part of
what I have suffered in these past five minutes. Do you dare
compare her with me? I have not uttered one word of reproach,
even agains~ her, and yet she has done me a wrong, that all the
death-bed letters that were ever written cannot undo (p. 498).
She is acutely aware that she is suffering innocently.

Yet this

indignation turns to pity as she hears the screaming of the hungry,
motherless infant.

The turbulence of her clashing emotions is portrayed

in a powerful dramatic image as she takes the child of her husband's
adultery to her own breast, giving life to the symbol of her own
spiritual death.
The complexity of Margaret's character is even more evident in
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the conclusion, which itself is ambiguous.
Philip back, and yet part of her cannot.
not yet learned to forget.
does not know.

Margaret wishes to take
She forgives, but she has

She can promise nothing, for she herself

Again she is torn, this time between love for her

husband and revulsion at the thought of . his infidelity.
PHILIP.
MARGARET.

PHILIP.
MARGARET.

Dear, not now--but in the future--sometime--away in the
future--perhaps, the old Margaret-Ah, Philip, the old Margaret is dead. The truth killed
her.
Then--there is no hope for me?
Yes. Every hope (p. 507).

Reconciliation is envisioned, and .the audience naturally assumes that
things will eventually be "happy ever after."
is not so sure.
hope within her.

Perhaps.

She knows the old Margaret is dead.
She hopes--but that is all.

But Margaret

And yet

sh~

feels

The ambiguity of the

ending reflects the complexity of this fascinating character.
The astute reader has no doubt recognized many similarities
between Margaret and Nora, of Ibsen's A Doll's House.
had not seen this play.

Apparently Herne

Whether or not he had read it is open to

speculation.*
Natural Jialogue and realistic characterization weT'P. repeated
and improved in Margaret Fleming.
vative element in the play:

.And Herne also added a third inno-

realistic stage techniques.

Chickering

Hall, where the drama was finally performed, was very small compared
with the large connnercial theaters of the day.

Here Herne and his wife

"schooled their actors in that colloquialism which, while not

p~ecisely

*For a comparison of the two plays, and comments on Herne's debt to
Ibsen, see Dorothy Bucks and Arthur Nethercot, "Ibsen and Herne's
Margaret Fleming," AL 17, 311-333; and Professor Quinn's reply, "Ibsen
and Herne--Theory and Facts," ·AL 19, 171-177.
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the way in which persons would speak in a small room, nevertheless
produces that effect upon the auditors. 111 2

On the eve of the Boston

opening Herne remarked:
There is now a need for a new class of theatres, small theatres
seating only a few hundred, cosey and parlor~like places, where
the audience is brought into intimate relations with the state.
In a small theatre the actors can employ the tones of ordinary
.
conversation,
• • • 13
Herne discarded the usual technique of declamation employed in
the melodrama, and substituted what seemed to the audience the tones
of everyday, intimate conversation.
These techniques--colloquial dialogue, subtlty of characterization, realistic delivery--are those that made Herne famous as a
pioneer of the American realistic drama.

But there is another technique

present in Margaret Fleming which has never, ·to the knowledge of this
author, been pointed out.

This technique is that of dramatic symbolism,

and though Herne's expressionistic technique is only rudimentary, it
cannot be denied.
A dramatic symbol may be defined as an element which seeks to
objectify physically the inner experience of the characters.

Thus the

fog in O'Neill's A Long Day's Journey into Night symbolizes the feelings
of loneliness and separation experienced by Edmund and Mary.

Such

symbols may be a part of objective reality--as in the case of the fog,-or they may abandon verisimilitude.

An example of the latter is found

in O'Neill's The Hairy Ape, where Yank, the "hero," finds himself on a
corner of Fifth Avenue.

Here he is passed by crowds of mannequin-like

upper-crust New Yorkers who apparently can neither see, hear, nor feel
him.

When he speaks to them they pass without a glance.

When he bumps

3l~

therri, they are not jarred ·.

When he punches a gentleman with all his

might, the gentleman is unmoved.

While this is unreal physically,

psychologically it is painfully accurate:

the rich actually are unaware

of those who toil and sweat to maintain their sweetly laundered existence.
Both types of syrnbols--those which remain a part of objective reality
and those which do not--are in this sense beyond reality, for they
present physically that which is normally only emotionally perceived.
They give visual representation to emotions, and are ·thus more than real.
Herne naturally tended to use symbols which remain a part of objective
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reality, for he was a forerunner of the realistic movement.
his symbols, however, seem to abandon verisimilitude.

of

In any case, a

study of Margaret Fleming reveals that such dramatic symbols are"indeed
present in American dramatic literature as early as 1891.
One of Herne '·s friends, J. J. Enneking, seems to have recognized
in Herne this tendency toward more subjective techniques.
when most praised Herne for his realism, Enneking

At a time

re~ognized

objective, photographic techniques are extremely limited.

that purely

He believed

that Herne, just as he had ·developed from a melodramatist to a dramatic
realist, would also have developed from a realist to a representer of
deeper realities, given time.

On the occasion of Herne's death,

Enneking wrote:

Mr. Herne, although an avowed realist, a grubber for unadulterated
truth, and a stickler for its objective representation, was
impressionistically inclined, and would, in time, I believe, have
gravitated to idealism and subjective representation.14
Though we cannot be sure, it seems likely that he felt this way
because of the rudiments of symbolism found in Margaret Fleming.

Mr.

Enneking obviously does not say that Herne was tending toward dramatic
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symbolism:

it had not ye,t been invented and labelled as a movement.

But by the words "idealism and subjective representation," by "impressionism," it seems likely that he had in mind the kind of symbolic
vision of reality later found in O'Neill. ·
Herne is not O'Neill.

He is not a symbolist.

But there are

elements in Margaret Fleming which are simple dramatic symbols and as
such would seem to be seeds of expressionism.

These seeds can be divided

into two groups, according to subject matter.
The first group of symbols consists of references, both verbal
and visual, to flowers.

All these symbols are realistic, but they never-

theless symbolize something fairly specific in terms of the inner life
of the characters.
These symbols are as follows:
1)

Philip keeps a vase of flowers on his desk, beside portraits of
Margaret and Lucy (p. 461).

2)

In the scenes which take place in the Fleming home, "a luxuriant
.

.

garden in brilliant sunshine" is always seen at the back (p. 481).
3)

Philip picks the ,first rose of the season and brings it in to
Mar·g aret (p. 484) • .

4)

After her blindness Margaret likes to spend as much time as possible
in the garden (p. 503).

5)

Margaret is arranging flowers when Philip returns.

Just before, she

talks with Foster about a chat she had with his mother in her
garden (p. 503).
6)

The last action is the followi.ng:

"the picture slowly fades out as

Philip steps buoyantly into the garden" (p. 510).
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Each of these references, verbal and visual, to flowers may
appear rather trivial.

And yet when they are accumulated they seem to

indicate an attempt on Herne'~ part to depict graphically the undercurrent of emotion behind the actual words, by the use of flowers, the
traditional symbols of life and youth and love.

In the joyful scenes

before the revelation, the flowers underscore the peaceful, loving
relationship of Margaret and Philip.

Afterwards, when Margaret is blind

and the quality of their love seems forever altered, the flowers become
an even more poignant reminder of what was lost, because we are aware
that Margaret can no longer see their :9eauty:

she can only remember it.

And finally, as reconciliation seems almost assured, Philip walks again
into the garden, confident that their love will be restored.
Some of these flower allusions may not have been consciously
symbolic on Berne's part; however, in the following passage they are
surely deliberate:

DOCTOR.

MARGARET.
DOCTOR.
MARGARET.
DOCTOR.
MARGARET.

DOCTOR.

Well, well, where did you get such a lot of roses? I
couldn't gather so many in a month from my scrubby
bushes. The bugs eat 'em all up.
Why don't you spray them? • • •
I did spray them.
When?
When I saw the rose bugs.
(Smiling.) That's a fine time to spray bushes. Don't
you know that the time to prevent trouble is to look
ahead? From potatoes to roses, spray before anything
happens--then nothing will happen.
(Laughing~Yes, of cetrrSe, I know, but I forgot to do
it until I saw two big yellow bugs in the heart of every
rose and all the foliage chewed up (503).

This rather lengthy conversation on rose bugs could be merely an
attempt at realism, but it seems to be more.

It appears to be a rather

obvious reference to the love of Margaret and Philip.

Earlier this

love was portrayed by "the first rose of the season."

But now there are
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"two b.ig yellow bugs in the heart" of this lovely rose.
to try to kill the bugs by

ch~nging

Philip is soon

his ways--but can he save the rose?

This is the most obviously symbolic use of flowers in the play, and it
reinforces all the other uses, as well as the conclusion that Herne
stepped somewhat beyond simple realism.
Perhaps the most poignant of all these references to flowers
is Margaret's song to Lucy:
Go, little

blo~som,

go--into the world below8

Rain, rain, rain is here.
Blossoms must learn to weep.
I am the east wind, bleak and cold,
Poor little blossoms their petals must fold.
Weep, little blossoms, weep, into your cradles creep (p. 476).
Again innocence and happiness are identified with the flowers,
and in dramatic irony Margaret unconsciously foreshadows the rain that
is soon to fall, . the crisis that is .soon to descend

t~on

them all.

The second group of symbols is probably more apparent to the
audience.

Each one steps beyond simple realism to some degree.

one portrays graphically a recurring theme.

Each

Each one is a fairly

specific symbol which the audience would be aware of in varying degrees
(but certainly more so than in the case of the preceding flower
symbols).
All these symbols deal with light and dark; the one, ·obviously,
symbolizing love and happiness, the other symbolizing disaster and
loneliness.
The first occurs in Act I, scene i.

As this scene begins the sun
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is shining brightly through the office windows, though we are made
aware through the dialogue that it has rained earlier in the morning.
The sunlight continues to flood the room until Dr. Larkin enters.

At

his first mention of immorality and moral leprosy, although he does not
yet refer specifically to Philip, "The sun leaves the room.
growing cloudy outside" (p. 469).

It is

Then as soon as the doctor says,

"I've just left a baby that should never have had a birthday," the rain
begins to beat loudly on the windows.
This is quite obviously not pure realism.

It is ridiculous to

suppose that Herne tried to pass off this example of pathetic fallacy
as simple coincidence.
lighting:

He is mirroring the mood of the scene in the

sunshine fills the room as long as Philip is blissfully

ignorant; with his knowledge of the tragedy come darkness and rain.
The second symbol comes in Act I, scene ii.
Lucy are sitting before the fire.

Here Margaret and

The stage directions read:

The glare of the fire is the high note, making a soft radiance
about Margaret and the child. Maria is in the shadow, except as
she flits into the light whenever she moves near Margaret. The
sound of the rain beating against the windows is heard now and
then (p. 473).
Again the light is used to symbolize happy ignorance of the tragedy,
and the darkness to symbolize knowledge of what has happened.

And as

before, the rain allies with the darkness to he_ighten the emotional value
of the symbol.

Margaret knows nothing of the impending crisis.

She is

content in her love for both husband and child.- She is surrounded with
the cosy_ glow of the fire.

Maria, on the other hand, is totally pre-

occupied with the sickness of her sister.

Though she does not yet know

it, this is the same tragedy that will soon strike Margaret.

And so
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she, like Philip, is in the darkness.

The rain, which we hear

occasionally, is a reminder of what has happened in the previous scene,
and makes a nice contrast with the coziness of the fire.
This rain symbol is underscored later in the same scene, when
Margaret says to Philip:
You know, Philip, dear, you gave me the strangest feeling when
you stood there--the rain dripping from you--you didn't look a bit
like yourself. You gave me a dreadful fright. Just like a spirit!
A lost spirit. Now wasn't that silly of me?
In this bit of dramatic irony, Margaret herself associates the rain with
the tragedy, even though she doesn't yet know that any tragedy exists.
This light-dark symbolism is most vividly portrayed in the third
symbol:

Margaret's blindness.

It is almost imperative to assign a

symbolic purpose to the blindness, because it is really unnecessary to
the plot, and it is poorly motivated.
to do with the crisis itself:

Her blindness has really nothing

Margaret would still have found out,

Philip would still have run away, they would still have been halfreconciled in the same way.

And, as was pointed out earlier, a disease

in which one suddenly becomes blind because of an emotional crisis is
rather hard to accept.

Obviously Herne thought

th~t

Ma:-ga::-et's blind-

ness was very important, or he would not have insisted on including
something so poorly motivated when it was not essential to the plot.
And Herne was right.
parts of the play.

Margaret's blindness is one of the most memorable
But why?

Because it is such a powerful symbol.

If

Herne were a mere "grubber for: unadulterated truth," it is likely that
he would have omitted Margaret's blindness. · But he was not.

He saw

the irresistible symbolic force of the blindness and knew it must be
included.
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References before the crisis

t~

glasses, to the hereditary

weakness, to glaucoma, all serve to prepare the audience for Margaret's
blindness.

But they also serve as subtle foreshadowing, not only of the

blindness, but of the symbolic darkness that comes simultaneously with
it.
The blindness itself, coming as it does with the knowledge of
Philip's adultery, is obviously an apt symbol of the darkness into which
both of them are plunged.

It, like Philip's infidelity, forms a barrier

between them, for now they can only communicate with words, words which
say so little in such times.

Its power as a symbol comes not only from

the fact of blindness and separation, but also from Heme's skillful
handling of it.

It is deftly foreshadowed in Philip's question, ·"Why are

you in the dark, Margaret?"
see it creeping upon her.
Burton's· cottage she says:

And perhaps we are most struck by it as we
In the bright afternoon sunlight of Mrs.
"Bring me a lamp--it' s getting dark in here."

And though the blindness is not cured in the play, as the
possibility of reconciliation is established, and light begins to dawn on
their relationship, we are assured that a delicate operation will restore
her sight.
ation.

It 0.ot:sn't happen in the play.

Neither cioes t:he reconcili-

The physical, symbolic light just keeps pace with the light of

love and understanding.
And just as this ending, which is quite optimistic, remains true
to the symbols that Herne has established, so the original ending, in
which Philip and Margaret were separated without hope of reconciliation
or of the restoration of Margaret's sight, remains faithful symbolically.
Here is Hamlin Garland's description of the original ending:
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After having refused reconciliation with her husband, Margaret
was left standing in tragic isolation in the middle of the stage,
and as the lights were turned out one by one, her figure gradually
disappeared into the blackness, and the heavy soft curtains,
dropping together permitted a silent return of the actual world in
which we live.15
Margaret, who is alone in her spiritual darkness, is left alone in actual
darkness.
These symbols, of course, are not nearly so sophisticated and
complex as those which were to come in later writers, especially in
O'Neill.

And yet in a way this is a strength.

Because they are quite

natural symbols (light and darkness representing spiritual light and
darkness), and not so arbitrary as some of those which appeared later,
they are more subtle.

The audience can allow them to penetrate their

mind precisely because they already associate the two.

They are less

obtrusive, and thus the audience is not distracted from the main action
by them.

Proof that they are indeed not distracting lies in the many

descriptions we have of Margaret Fleming as pure realism.

Montrose Moses

calls it "a segment of life painted with no idea of gaining art effects,
But we have seen that this is not the case.

With admirable

subtlety James A. Herne included several powerful symbolic.: elements
which penetrate the subconscious and reinforce the simple surf ace realism
of Margaret Fleming.
Herne the social critic attacked the double standard and the
inequality of women in Margaret Fleming; Herne the artist presented this
attack in a realistic form.

But the artist in Herne also reached out

for more than mere realism.

The result was an effective, early use of

dramatic symbolism.
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Chapter 4
SHORE ACRES: . DARWINISM, LAND SPECULATION, FEMINISM
Herne began working on Shore Acres immediately after his encounter
with Hamlin Garland following Drifting Apart.

He interrupted his work

on Shore Acres because the idea he had for Margaret Fleming so fascinated
him that he could not ignore it.

He returned to Shore Acres

i~Jnediately

upon finishing Margaret Fleming, and in it is reflected even more fully
the new thought in which he was immersed.

His daughter states:

"In

'Shore Acres,' however, Herne began definitely to deal with the social
and moral problems to be found in the world about him, and this play marks
a distinct step upward in his progress as a dramatist of ideas." 1
play treats not one, but three social issues.

This

Julia lists these as "land

speculation, religious intolerance, and the right of children to work out
their destinies independently of their parents' wishes." 2
Waggonner's "The Growth of a Realist:

H. H.

James A. Herne" (NEQ 15 [1942])

labels them, perhaps more precisely, "scientific agnosticism versus
fundamentalism. • • co~dew..-iati~n of land sp2(.Lllatiui"t~ • •

a:L1d

fe1llinism. " 3

In Margaret Fleming Herne the social critic and Herne the artist
seem to strike the perfect balance, for the social theme is portrayed
with a deft artistic touch.

In Shore Acres, however, the social-critic

side of Herne is the more prominent.

And though the realistic techniques

are quite sophisticated, Herne has limited himself to them, and thus to a
rather tedious, photographic style.

Though the play was Berne's greatest

popular success, to the modern reader its homey details can only be
exasperating.

A modern study of the play, therefore, will tend to
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emphasize the social issues with which it deals, since Herne himself
emphasized social criticism rather than artistic techniques in this
drama.
The drama takes place on the Berry farm, where Martin Berry lives
with his large family and his older brother, "Uncle Nat."

A neighbor,

Josiah Blake, is convinced that a land boom is soon to come to their
part of the Maine coast, and he induces Martin to have the Berry farm
surveyed and parcelled.

To do so he needs money, and so he must

mortgage the farm--to Blake, who also has eyes for Martin's seventeenyear-old daughter, Helen.

She, however, is in love with Sam Warren, a

young physician and evolutionist.

The whole town hates Sam because he

"don't believe there's any Hell" (p. 23),* and Martin has forbidden Sam
to visit

Helen~

Sam decides to_ go out West where he may believe what he

likes, intending to prepare a home for Helen.
dollars, however, for travelling expenses.

He needs a hundred

He asks Blake to lend him

the money, but naturally the jealous neighbor refuses.
In Act II the Berry's twenty-fifth wedding anniversary is being
celebrated.

Before the guests arrive, Sam slips onto the farm to tell

Helen that he hns the xr:.cr:ey, .:md that he is leaving that night.
guests arrive, and the dinner begins.

The

It is interrupted, however, by

young Nat, the Berrys' oldest son, who carries news that a packet of one
hundred dollars has been stolen from Mr. Blake's store.

Blake naturally

suspects Sam Warren, since he had asked to borrow the same amount only
a few hours earlier.

The neighbors agree, since they do not trust anyone

who "ain't got no religion" (p. 31).

Martin Berry loudly accuses Sam,

*References to the text of the play will be documented in parentheses
referring to Shore Acres and Other Plays, Mrs. J. A. Herne, ed.
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and Helen is furious.

Th~

guests leave without finishing the meal.

Uncle Nat comforts Helen and suggests that she elope with Sam, since
life with her father has become unbearable.

She _agrees, and Uncle Nat

makes arrangements for them to leave with a neighboring ship captain
who plans to set sail that very night.
Act III finds Uncle Nat tending the lighthouse that will guide
Helen and Sam's ship safely through the storm which has arisen.
Berry enters, fu"Fious at Helen's departure.

Martin

He learns from Uncle Nat

that their ship is even then passing the rocky point illuminated by
Berry light.

Then the light goes dim.

Uncle Nat heads toward the

stairs, intending to trim the lamp; but Martin bars his way with a boat
hook.

They struggle, and Uncle Nat finally triumphs.

however, to climb the stairs.

He is too .weak,

It is only in the next act, entitled "The

'Liddy Ann' in a Sou'easter," that we see for ourselves that Uncle Nat
has finally managed to trim the light, and the boat has been maneuvered
past the treacherous rocks.

Helen and Sam are safe.

The final act occurs fifteen months later, on Christmas eve.

After

much romping and tumbling with the children, Uncle Nat finally sits down
near Martin.

lfo a.ska him abe;Jt the land boom.

Finally J.via:i:tin speaks

the first words he has addressed to Uncle Nat since Helen's departure,
asking Nat to stop "adevilin'" him.

Then Blake enters to announce that

the bottom has dropped out of the land

boom~

The Berry farm is doomed.

That is, until Blake remembers that he has a letter from Washington for
Uncle Nat--a check for just over the amount needed to pay off the
mortgage.

The check is Uncle Nat's back pension, about which Sam Warren

had been inquiring for several months.

To make the happy picture
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complete, in walk Sam and Helen, with little Martin, their baby.

Blake

admits that the hundred dollars was in reality hidden as a prank by the
Berry's oldest son, and not stolen.

All are reconciled, and the curtain

falls as Uncle Nat, alone on stage, quietly dims the lamps, locks the
doors, and slowly ascends the stairs.

SOCIAL CRITICISM
The three themes are combined to fonn a unified plot.

But if one

must predominate, it is surely that of Darwinism, for not only is one
of the actors an outspoken evolutionist, the central conflict of the
play may be seen as symbolic of Herne's peculiar views on Herbert
Spencer's famous phrase, "the survival of the fittest."
Herne was an avowed evolutionist, 4 and the works of Darwin and
Spencer are described as "oft-quoted" in the Herne home. 5

The ideas of

these men seem to have pervaded his thinking about Shore Acres, for he
describes its development from an earlier play, The Hawthornes, in the
following manner:

'"The Hawthornes' lost its identity, and emerged a

survival of the fittest, and Mrs. Herne called it 'Shore Acres. "' 6
(italics supplied.)
Herne's evolutionary beliefs are made most obvious in Shore Acres
by the comments of Sam Warren.

He is an idealistic young man who wishes

to enlighten everyone with the truth as he sees it.

We learn that he

gave a free lecture with a magic lantern in the school house about
evolution, but afterward the townspeople tried to tar and feather him.
He tells Helen, "You know, Nell, there are lots of people who wouldn't be
happy in this world i f they couldn't look forward to a burni_n g lake in
the next" (p. 24).

And though the town thinks Sam "ain't got no
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religion," he asks Martin, "Do you hear those insects si_n ging?. • • Well,
that's their religion, and I reckon rnine's just about the same thing"
(p. 31).
The farmers of the area are extremely intolerant of Sam, and Herne
is apparently trying to strike a blow for freedom of speech and liberty
of conscience.

He ill succeeds, however, for he seems to show the same

intolerance for the fundamentalism of the farmers.
stupid and ill-informed.

He paints them as

Martin refuses any "modern books" with the

words, "I read "The Bangor Whig, an' The Agriculturalist, an' the Bible,
an' thet's enough.

There ain't no lies in them"(p. 30).

And the

following dialogue is supremely condescending:
MARTIN.

SAM.

MARTIN.

SAM.

MARTIN.

SAM.

(Goaded by SAM'S manner, fiercely.) I don't want ·:to know
nothin'! An' I don't want her to know nothin' thet I
don't want her to know! (Indicating HELEN with a nod of
his head.)
(Making another effort to conciliate him.) Why you see,
Mr. Berry--you can't help-(Breaking in and shouting at him.) I'm a-bringin' up my
family! An' I don't want no interfere;-ce from you--nor
Darwin--nor any o' the rest o' the breed! (With a
passionate sweep of his arm. He half turns as if to go.)
(Smiling.) Darwin's dead, Mr. Berry-(Turning and interrupting, resentfully.) Them books ain't
dead • • • I won't hev yeh a-bringin' them books here!
A-learnin' my daughter a pack o' lies, about me an' my
parents a-comin' from monkeys-(His eyes twinkling with suppressed amusement, answers
soothingly.) La bless you, Mr. Berry! That was ages
ago! (pp. 29, 30).

This theme, then, of evolution versus fundamentalism, though
through it Herne purports to attack intolerance, is in the end only a
thinly-disguised sermon on natural religion, a watered-down mixture of
science and philosophy.

Herne cannot resist expressing his "modern"

views on man's origin by means of Sam.

Such a technique--having the

ideas expressed only verbally, by the characters, and not displayed in
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the action--is certainly rather crude and ineffectual.

Nowhere in the

play do we see the actual benefits of natural religion; we merely hear
it extolled by Sam.

But another aspect of evolution, the so-called

social evolution of Spencer, finds expression in the action of this
drama, and is thus more effectively presented.
While he taught that progress for the human race was inevitable,
Spencer also maintained that it could not be hurried.
relief, public education, and sanitary laws.
policy of

He opposed poor

Only through a strict

allowing the strong to survive and the w·eak to

laissez~faire,

perish, could evolution work its benevolent purpose of uplifting the
race.

The rich naturally found his doctrine highly congenial, for in it

they gained assurance that far from being social villains, they were
actually the agents of the wise and beneficent outworkings of social
evolution.

They could thus continue to raise the rents of their poor

tenants, and raise prices to their poor customers, without a twinge of
conscience.
Social evolution thus had two quite opposing aspects.

On the one

hand it was an optimistic doctrine predicting inevitable progress for
the entire human race.

On the other, it represented a grim struggle

between the individual members of the race.

It was these two seemingly

contrary implications of Spencerian doctrine which Herne may have been
trying to reconcile in Shore Acres.

For a man like Herne, concerned as

he was with social reform, the laissez-faire doctrine of Spencer must
have presented a dilemma.
When one spoke of the social survival of the fittest, one tended
to picture the "fittest" as the rich, the cunning, · and even the ruthless.
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Those which could make big money, quickly, often at someone else's
expense, survived.

But any philosophy which held that these people

indeed should survive, and that those they destroyed indeed should be
left to perish, would be clearly repugnant to a social reformer such as
Herne.

How, then, could he continue to espouse the teachings of Spencer?

By redefining, subconsciously at least, the term "fittest."

For Herne,

the fittest were those who were kind and simple, those who helped their
neighbors and were uncompromisingly honest.

Though such people might

meet hard times because of their altruism, they would eventually survive,
for honesty, he believed, will ·ev~ntually be recognized and respected.
Though this is obviously a naive and inconsistent attitude in an atheist,
since in real life there is little or no correlation between virtue·: and
rewards if one has no faith in Divine Providence and eternal rewards,
it is emotionally very satisfying.

Herne had a deep belief in the innate

goodness of pecple, and though it was often intellectually irreconcilable
with the doctrines he wished to embrace, he never relinquished this faith
in the common man.
In Shore Acres it is Uncle Nat who is "fittest."
selfless, and hopelessly generous.

He is kind,

He gives away his life savings to

Sam in order that the young doctor may go "out West."

He spends his

entire monthly pension check on Christmas presents for the children.

He

has signed away his share of the farm to Martin, in order that he and
his family may be more secure.

He even gave up his sweetheart, now

Martin's wife, when he saw that his younger brother liked her too.
traditional Spencerian standards Uncle Nat is clearly unfit.
nothing about his own safety and security.

By

He cares

But it is he who best

survives the events of the play, and it is he who makes it possible for
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the others to survive also.
elope.

His life savings allow Sam and Helen to

And his back pension check, which he made no effort to recover,

allows the Berry farm to be saved from foreclosure.

Martin, who tries

hard to be callous and calculating, who calls any attempt to dissuade him
from selling the farm "sentiment," is only saved from financial ruin by
Uncle Nat.

And Blake, the shrewd business man, who typically should have

survived, finds himself deep in debt and all his property mortgaged as
the curtain falls.

Herne describes Uncle Nat as having "an inherent

poise and dignity about him that are typical of the men who have mastered ·
their environment" (p. 7).

He has done so through patience and unselfish-

ness, and it is he, and those like him, who will survive.
This struggle to survive is symbolically, and somewhat
melodramatically, portrayed in Act III, the lighthouse scene.

Here

Martin, so angry that he wishes to kill his oldest daughter, fights
with Uncle Nat, who wants desperately to save her.

Martin is brutal,

practically inhuman, while Uncle Nat represents almost a divine force.
B. O. Flower describes the act thus:
It pictures a supreme and terrible moment in life, and we catch
a vivid glimpse of the incarnate god grappling with the aroused
savagery of the animal-- t~nselfish love b~ttling ";;ith :::.. nature
rendered insanely blind through passion--a scene which typifies
the struggle of the ages.7
For Flower, as .for Herne, this scene represents the struggle to survive.
And while in the Spencerian struggle the criteria for victory are strength
and cunning, in Herne's system the prerequisite is unselfish love.

For

both Spencer and Herne the higher and the lower are struggling, while
the higher inevitably wins.

But for Spencer, "higher" and "fittest"

refer to physica.l attributes, while for Herne they denote moral conditions.
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This explanation of Heme's dilemma is simply the conclusion of
this author based on Herne's views and on the apparent implications of
Shore Acres.

Herne nowhere discusses such a concern, and it seems likely

that he was unaware of it.

Yet being a disciple of Spencer and at the

same time an ardent reformer would inevitably raise a dilemma, if only
subconsciously.

And Shore Acres may easily be interpreted as a solution

to this dilemma, whether conscious or not.

Shore Acres may thus be

seen as an attempt on Herne's part to maintain the optimistic side of
social evolution while also holding on to the idea of "survival of the
fittest," the heart of Spencerian philosophy.

Herne wished to believe

that the human race would indeed progress but that it would not have to
do so at the expe.nse of the individual members, here and now.
In summary, there are specific, explicit references to evolution
throughout Shore Acres, for Sam Warren is unable to keep his beliefs to
himself.

But these references, while they represent the views of Herne,

do not constitute the most enlightening material on evolution in the
play.

Instead, a deeper insight into Herne's belief in the doctrines of

Herbert Spencer, and his struggle to reconcile them with his belief in
social reform, is gained by a wider study of the action as symbolic of
the "survival of the fittest" as Herne sees it.
Land speculation is another prominent theme of Shore Acres.
Although Martin Berry is by no means a land-grabbing capitalist, he is
affected by the same disease as are the big speculators:
unearned increment.
poverty.

the desire for

This, according to Henry George, is the root of

Briefly, three factors are involved in production--labor,

capital, and land.

While labor and capital must work to earn their share
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of the benefits of production, the landowner merely collects rent.

And

while increased population decreases the profit shared by labor and
capital, it increases the profit of the landowner.

He who works the

land finds expenses increasing and profits dropping, while he who owns
the land continually increases rent.
to private ownership of land.

Poverty, then, is directly traced

George's solution:

common ownership.

"Men who improve the land through their labor," he wrote, "have a right
to property in those improvements, but the land itself belongs to
society." 8
To wrench the land from those who own it, however, would create
chaos.
tax."

The temporary solution offered by George was his famous "single
This large tax on landowners was meant to tax away all unearned

increment, while it would also eliminate altogether the need for other
taxes.

Thus the farmer would be free from some of his heavy burden,

while the landowner would not find it profitable to speculate.

While

"George's diagnosis of the causes of poverty and inequality was more
profound than his single-tax cure," 9 the single tax drew many earnest
supporters--among them Hamlin Garland.
It was he who converted the Hernes to the economics of Henry
George.

As he relates it, "At this time [1888] I was an active, I fear

a pestiferous advocate of Henry George's land theories, and at our next
meeting, • • • I switched the conversation to the single tax.
I converted them both."

10

In. the end

So thoroughly was Herne converted that "with

the zeal of a crusader he b.egan to make speeches in favor of the

S~ngle Tax." 11
It was just following Herne's espousal of the single tax, in the
summer of 1888, that he began working on Shore Acres.

And, naturally, it
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reflects his new belief.

Blake has heard of other land booms in which

a shrewd man can make money without working, and he knows that his
property will be worth more if his neighbors begin building on their
land.

So he

t~ies

to draw Martin Berry into the scheme.

Martin is

naive, and a trifle lazy, so it doesn't take much to convince him.
the farm is mortgaged and surveyed.

Soon

Then the boom fails to materialize

and the Berry farm is saved only by the generosity of Uncle Nat.
Naturally it was not the naive speculating of Maine farmers that
Herne really wished to attack.

It was the whole idea of land speculation,

of making money without working, which, according to George, was the root
of poverty.

And so by showing the ill effects which such speculation

has on a simple farmer, Herne wished to imply that it would have worse,
farther-reaching effects when carried out on a larger scale.

Henry

George himself saw the play in 1893, and he wrote the following to Herne:
I cannot too much congratulate you upon your success. You have
done what you have sought to do--made a play pure and noble, that
people will come to hear. You have taken the strength of realism
and added to it the strength that comes from the wider truth that
realism fails to see; and in the simple portrayal of homely life,
touched a universal chord • • • 12
Shore Acres is Herne's attempt to advocate dramatically the reformoriented economics of Henry George.
Feminism, the equality of women, is the third main theme of
Shore Acres.

Though Herne devotes himself exclusively to this subject in

Margaret Fleming, he treats another aspect of it in his next play.

While

in Margaret Fleming Herne attacks the double standard, in Shore Acres
he argues that women should be allowed to marry whomever they choose,
to shape their own future.
Showing the wisdom of the daughter's marital choice and the
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foolishness of the father's is one of two methods used by Herne to
advocate the equality of women.

While Martin Berry is determined that

Helen shall marry Blake, Helen is just as determined that she will marry
Sam.

And naturally, since Helen is a "modern girl," she does just that.

Of course, she knows best • . Sam is a prosperous young doctor as the
curtain falls, while Blake is bankrupt.

Less materialistically, Sam is

earnest and kind, while Blake is rather selfish.

Even Martin admits in

the end that the marriage has worked out perfectly, despite his efforts
to prevent it.
Herne's other method is perhaps more effective.

By showing how

silly and shallow Blake and Martin believe Helen to be, while the
audience knows that she is actually given to rather deep 'philosophizing,'
Herne argues that the idea ·that girls cannot choose their own husbands
is based on an erroneous conception of their intellectual abilities.
Both Martin and Blake are sure that Helen will ma.rry the latter for
materialistic reasons.

Martin is dumbfounded to learn that Helen has

rebuffed Blake's attempts at courtship.

MARTIN.
BLAKE.

MARTIN.
BLAKE.

Did yeh offer her the piannah, as I told yeh to?
Y-e-s-(ifonplussed.) I thought she'd 1 a 1 jumped at the piannah.
She's so found of music.
I offered her everything I could think of.
I offered to
build her a house, an' let her paint an' paper it any
way she'd a mind to (p. 20).

That Helen could desire more than a "piannah" and a house to decorate is
.beyond the comprehension of Martin and Blake.
she is incapable of choosing her own mate.

So naturally they think

But thro.ugh the action Herne

shows that it is in reality they who are incompetent, for they do not
understand the true intellectual capacity of women.

Herne himself under-

stood very well, for his wife Katherine was a great help to him as he
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wrote.

Quinn reports that "Mrs. Herne constantly suggested scenes,

lines, and stage business, 1113 while William Winter even goes so far as
to suggest that "Margaret Fleming is mal.nly the work of Mrs. Herne." 14
While this last is surely an exaggeration, Herne clearly was married to
an intelligent, talented woman.

He had learned not to underestimate

the intellectual and emotional strength of women, and he hoped to teach
others the same lesson.
ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES
In Shore Acres, then, Herne the social critic found his greatest
breadth of expression.

He dealt with three current social issues--social

evolution, land speculation and the single tax, women's rights--within
one unified plot structure.

But Herne the artist is somewhat eclipsed by

Herne the social cri.tic in Shore Acres.

Though it is probably Herne' s

most realistic play, it is artistically deficient for that very reason.
If anyone has doubts about the effectiveness of pure, photographic
realism, let him read Shore Acres.

Simple realism, the kind which tries

to present life exactly as it is lived, can hardly be anything but
tedious.

One ukiY stay home and watch his neighbors if thRt is the kind

of realism he finds entertaining.
tried to do in Shore Acres.

But this is precisely what Herne

He tried to present life on a farm in Maine

as accurately as possible, including a real turkey for dinner, a real
baby, and a real watering trough for a real horse.

Herne had been

building up to this since his first play, Hearts of Oak, which "was
·
remarkable for intro ducing
a rea1 b a b y and a real supper on the stage."

15

And of Margaret Fleming Julia recalls, "So real was the effect produced
that spectators declared they felt as though looking through transparent
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walls into an actual home." 16

This kind of realism the modern playgoer

can do without, but in Herne's day it was apparently very popular.

For

Herne's most photographic play was also his most successful.
The most interesting aspects of Drifting Apart and Margaret
Fleming to the modern reader are those in which Herne surpassed simple
realism.

In Drifting Apart the dream sequence is obviously an attempt

at being more than photographic, for one does not actually "see" dreams
in this way in real life.

And in Margaret Fleming Herne's use of

symbolism has the same effect.

It does not immediately begin raining

when one hears bad news in real life.

,' .1

·These are the techniques, not

round characters and natural dialogue, which the twentieth-century
playgoer would find interesting.
But Shore Acres has no artistic techniques.

Instead, in this

play Herne exaggerated a technique which he had already employed in his
earlier plays.

Though this technique does not have a specific name,

it consists of introducing commonplace dialogue which, though it supplies
color, does nothing to further the plot or the theme.

A few phrases

here and there about the weather and the neighbors are effective in
producing a realistic atmosphere.

If everything said relates directly

and pertinently to. the plot or the theme, then an unnatural effect is
inevitable.

Conversation rambles in real life, and so it must on the

stage.
Herne used this technique somewhat in both Drifting Apart and
Margaret Fleming.

In the earlier play the scenes with Hester and Si,

while weak in many ways, were effective in contributing to the realism
of the play.

Introducing comic characters into a serious plot, while
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disrupting, can add a touch of realism.

As Dr. Samuel Johnson notes

in his famous Preface to Shakespeare:
That the mingled drama may convey all the instruction of tragedy
or comedy cannot be denied, because it includes both in its
alterations of exhibition, and approaches nearer than either to the
appearance of life, by showing how great machinations and slender
designs may promote or obviate one another, and the high and the
low co-operate in the general system by unavoidable concatenation. 17
And in Margaret Fleming the first several pages of Act I show Philip
engaged in "business as usual" in his office, while those of Act II show
Margaret dressing the baby by the fire.

These scenes are useful in

character portrayal, but they neither advance the plot nor expose the
theme.

One of their important functions is simply to create the illusion

of life.

Herne got carried away with this technique somewhat in Margaret

Fleming, for there is one character, Joe Fletcher, who is so immaterial
to the action that this author had no need to mention him in the chapter
on the play.
in quality.

Joe is a comic character, and his scenes are slapstick
They too seem to have the function, at least in Heme's

mind, -of creating a lifelike atmosphere.

But they exaggerate this

technique until it is out of proportion.
But the exaggeration in Margaret Fleming nearly disappears in
comparison with that of Shore Acres.

Of course there is a dominant plot

in Shore Acres nearly as strong as those found in the melodramas.
character portrayal is also important.

And

But this play is 121 pages long,

and a good portion of those pages is merely homey dialogue evocative of
a Maine farm.

This is most true of Act II, the famous supper scene.

For

the greater part of the act a turkey is roasted, gravy is prepared,
potatoes are mashed, berries are stirred, and wood is chopped.

This is

interspersed with cute practical jokes on Uncle Nat and "down-home"
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dialogue.*

The act is thirty-six pages long.

The first fourteen have

absolutely no relation to plot or theme, and the next fourteen have
almost none.

In other words, the reader must wade through twenty-eight

pages of atmosphere before anything material occurs.
true, though on a smaller scale, of Acts I and V.

The same thing is

And where in · Margaret

Fleming there was one unnecessary character, in Shore ·Acres there are two.

A neighbor and his little daughter, who bear absolutely no relation to
theme or plot, appear a total of four times in these three acts.
too, seem to function as "atmosphere."

They,

Though Shore Acres employs to

good advantage the realistic techniques of Drifting Apart and Margaret
Fleming--realistic dialogue, rounded characters, and conversational
tones of voice--, Herne's penchant for the real and the homey is so
exaggerated in Shore Acres that the modern reader finds it dull and
exasperating.
*Here is a brief sample:
UNCLE NAT.

ANN.
UNCLE NAT.

ANN.
UNCLE NAT.

ANN.
UNCLE NAT.
HELEN.
UNCLE NAT.
PERLY.
UNCLE NAT.

Will yeh ginnne the giblets, Ma?
I don't know where they be.
They're in the choppin' tray, wherever you stuck it.
(Holding up the empty chopping tray, and showing it to him.)
No they u.iri' !: nutller; I say, nutl1E:r.
(As he continues to stir the gravy.) Well, they was there.
What yeh done with 'em?
I hain't done nothin' with 'em.
(Getting testy again.) Well, somebody's done suthin' with
'em. (Turning to HELEN.) Hev you seen 'em, Nell?
No, Uncle Nat.
Well, somebody's seen 'em. (Turning to PERLEY, accusingly,)
Perly, hev you been a-monkeyin' with them giblets?
(Who has been trying to escape observation by violently
scouring a pan in the sink, blurts out.) I fed 'em to the
chickings.
(Dropping the spoon with utter exasperation.) Well, of all
the durn gawks I ever see you beat all! Thet ends the
dinner! No giblet sass. Me a'settin' down fer half an hour
a'choppin' giblets fer you. to feed to the chickings~ Perley,
yeh're a nateral born gawk.
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redeem~ng

But there is one
It is the ending.

technical innovation in Shore Acres.

In it Uncle Nat, left alone after the excitement of

the evening, quietly locks the doors, stirs the fire, and ascends the
stairs with a candle.

"The stage is . left in darkness except for the fire-

light flickering through

th~

chinks of the stove.

The cuckoo clock

strikes twelve and the curtain slowly descends"(p. 121).

Though this

quiet ending no longer seems remarkable, at the time it was considered
extraordinarily innovative.

Indeed, Herne had to trick his manager in

order to have his silent ending played.

For some time the play was

ended a few lines before the original ending, when Uncle Nat's gun
fires accidentally into the air.

Such an incident was apparently typical

of the endings to which the audiences were accustomed.

But Herne still

felt that the original ending would be effective, and, fearing to ask
permission, he secretly arranged for the prompter to hold the curtain
until he, as Uncle Nat, set the house in order and went silently up to
bed.

As Julia recalls:
The result was as Herne had foreseen. The audience followed his
pantomime with rapt attention, and even after the curtain had
fallen, was slow to leave the theatre. Critics praised the ending
as being on~ of the most original and moving ever seep, and Herne's
methods were vindicated.is

Professors Moses and Quinn both consider this ending highly innovative
and part of the mainstream of dramatic development.

Of it Moses declares:

Such work, of which Mr. Herne as an actor was capable, is close to
Maeterlinck's conception of what static drama should be,--the drama
of little action and immense interaction of the forces of destiny. 19
And Professor Quinn notes:
Anton Chekov has been justly praised for the final scene in The
Cherry Orchard, in which the old servitor closes the house after
the family have left it, without a word spoken. But the
historian of the drama nQtes that Shore Acres antedates The Cherry
Orchard by twelve years. 20
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While the realism of Shore Acres is surely overdone, Herne
deserves praise for the conclusion to this drama.

Still, Herne the

artist is clearly subordinate to Herne the social critic in this his
most popular dramatic attempt.
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Chapter V
THE REVEREND GRIFFITH DAVENPORT:

NEGRO RIGHTS

The unique manuscript of Griffith Davenport was destroyed by fire
and only two of five acts have since been discovered.

It therefore ·

seems somewhat difficult to judge the work as a whole, the way in which
every work deserves to be evaluated.

Some generalizations, however, may

be made with a fair degree of accuracy based on the two surviving acts
(III and IV), on Miss Heme's synopsis, and on the reports of contemporary
critics.

From these sources it seems safe to speculate that this Civil

War drama may well have been Heme's best play, artistically.

In it

he seems to have moved away from the burning relevance of social issues
to the more solid timelessness of human nature itself.

For although he

treats a social . issue--Negro rights--he does so in such a restrained
manner that this issue is clearly subordinate to the conflict which takes
place in the minds of the main characters.

Reverend Davenport does

indeed choose to free his slaves and is therefore compelled to leave the
South he loves; but Herne depicts this choice not as being between right
and wrong, but rather between duty and affection.

Thus in Griffith

Davenport Herne the social critic apparently begins to give way to Herne
the artist, as social issues give way to dramatic dilemmas.
Briefly, Griffith Davenport is the story of a Methodist circuit
rider in Virginia who becomes convinced that slavery is morally wrong.
He tells his slaves that they are free and begins to pay them wages.

His

neighbors are naturally suspicious of an abolitionist, and when Davenport
votes for Lincoln in the election of 1860, that is the last straw.
62

He
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and his wife Katherine--who remains true to the Southern cause and to
slavery--are forced to leave their home for the North.
Washington, D. C.

5

They settle in

while their two sons enlist--one in the Union, the

other in the Confederate army.
Though Davenport has already sacrificed much to his beliefs, the
most crucial decision is yet to come.

The Union army cannot move because

it has no accurate maps of the Shenandoah Valley, where the decisive
battles must be fought.

President Lincoln, through a friend of Davenport,

orders him to become a guide for the Union Army, since .in his circuit
riding he came to know the roads intimately.

Katherine is horrified to

think her husband could aid those who fight the South and one of her
sens, but Griffith is convinced that he has no choice.

He tells her that

he must follow his conscience; she replies that she will therefore follow
hers and return to the South.

They part, tender but determined.

In the final act Griffith is captured by his eldest son.

Before

he is led off to prison he and his wife are allowed a few minutes alone
in the moonlight, where he softly sings a song of their courtship.

He

begins:
"Oh, if I were the king of France--" as the curtain falls.
SOCIAL CRITICISM
While the action centers around the conflict within the Davenport
family, slavery is clearly an issue in this Civil War play.
one reason that the play was not a popular success.

This was

Julia reports that

"the critics bewailed the fact that Herne was dealing with a 'dead
issue.'" 1

And here are the words of one of those critics:
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We of the present generation are too close in time to the slavery
struggle to get {ts perspective--too far from it in thought and
ideals to realize it at once with clearness. Its appeal to us is
purely historical and philosophical. 2
But Americans of the 1890's were not nearly so "far from it
[slavery] in thought and ideals" as they believed.

Though slavery per se

may indeed have been a "dead issue," prejudice and discrimination were
alive and strong.

Drastic steps to disenfranchise blacks were taken by

means of many new state constitutions in the 1890's and early 1900's.
And the rate of lynchings was phenomenal:

106 in 1900, 105 in 1901,
. .
3
and never less than fifty in any year thereafter until 1914.
In 1896

Plessy vs. Fergusson stamped judicial approval on the "separate but
equal" theory which clothed segregation in garments of apparent
respectability.

In the South Negroes were forbidden to serve on juries

or even testify in a case where the defendant was white.

And in the North

Negroes found themselves in ghettos with inferior schools and menial, illpaid jobs.

Clearly the issue .of Negro rights was far from dead.

We cannot be sure how aware Herne was of this situation.
he hated prejudice and inequality is quite clear.
to women.
Darwinists.

He

~c.tcd

it i:-i regard to farmers.

But that

He hated -it in regard

He hated it in regard to

And he hated it in regard to Negroes.

It is interesting

(though perhaps meaningless) to note that Berne's first role in a play
was George Shelby in Uncle Tom's Cabin.

More relevant was his role in

The New South, a play by J. R. Grismen and Clay Greene, where "he interpretted the part of a malcontent Negro • • • with such conviction that he
stopped the show." 4

And he presented the work of the Negr? poet Paul

Dunbar to William Dean Howells, who reviewed it favorably.
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.But more conclusive evidence of .Herne's attitude comes from
Griffith Davenport itself.

Altlwugh Davenport's decisions are not

painted in black and white tones of right and wrong, the morality of his
decision to become an abolitionist is clear.

Though Katherine is not

condemned for upholding .slavery, she, and those like her, appear to be
of a poorer moral fiber than that which characterizes her husband.

She

too follows her conscience, but clearly Davenport's conscience is more
enlightened than those of the slave owners.
While Negro equality is an issue in Griffith Davenport, and while
Heme's stand in regard to it is clear, it is not the prominent feature
of this play.

For a more complete appraisal of ·Herne's Civil War drama,

one must turn to the artistic and dramatic techniques which it displays.
ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES
Griffith Davenport is _definitely an improvement on Shore Acres.
While it deserves the description "realistic," it is refreshingly far
from the tedious photographic realism of the preceeding play.

Though

one cannot count pages of unnecessary action (as in Shore Acres), since
T,Te possess only

tw~

actc, in those two acts one finds nothing of

sort found in Shore Acres.

th~

Certainly there are lines and little scenes

which are not immediately material to plot or theme, but they are so
small, and so neatly joined to the action, as to remain unnoticed.
The dialogue, too, represents a continuation of Herne's growth
as a realist.

It is natural· and convincing, and free (at least in Acts

III and IV) of didacticism.

So concerned was Herne that the dialogue be

accurately reproduced that he made a pronunciation chart based on the
dialect he observed while in the South.

And all the lines demonstrate
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Herne's concern with accuracy of vocabulary, syntax, and inflexion.

Let

us take, for example, the openi.ng lines of Act III, where Judy, a young
slave girl, enters talking to the parrot she is carrying:
all yo' wants ter--yo' cuss wo'ds don' skeer me.

"Yo' kin cuss

Ah's used ter 'em.

Ef ah own' yo' ah make yo' say yo' pra'rs night 'n' mawnin', 'deed ah
would."
Though perhaps only one who has lived in the South can testify to
the realism of this passage, even a Northerner may recognize the
simplicity of vocabulary, the naturalness of diction, and the ingenuousness of sentiment which conspire to make these lines, and those of all
the characters, a convincing reproduction of Southern speech.
But realistic dialogue and lack of tedious detail are not the
most admirable technical qualities of this play.

Indeed, it is difficult

to give a precise name to the skillful technique employed by Herne in
Griffith Davenport.

That it was indeed an artistic success may be judged

from the reaction of critics.

John Corbin, in Harpers Weekly, said of

it:
In a leisurely and discoursive manner one is shown about all there
is to see in plantation life and character, and receive~ a f11ll,
strong impression, beth of the temporal extenuations of slavery
and of its eternal wrongs • • • In the main the play is quiet,
humorous, sincere, deeply intelligent, and artistic.5
And a British critic, William Archer, paid it an even greater compliment:
The third act • • • [was performed] with a quiet naturalness from
which the Comedie Francaise might have learnt a lesson. I felt
throughout that here I was in the presence of what I had come to
seek, and had not found elsewhere--original American art. 7
Apparently the play had a powerful effect on many critics.

Perhaps

"maturity" is the word to describe Herne's accomplishment in Griffith
Davenport.

There are no striking techniques, as in Drifting Apart and
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Margaret Flemin&•

There is no famous ending, as irt'Shore·Acres.

There

is little that is remarkable in the realm of realistic technique which
he had not attempted before.

But the lessons he had learned in the

earlier plays seem to combine in . Griffith .Davenport to form a satisfying
whole.
Herne himself pointed out the key to the artistic success of this
play in a backstage interview, the opening night at Boston:
From the artistic point of view, "Griffith Davenport" is a distinct
advance over "Shore Acres." It is complex where "Shore Acres" is
simple, picturing human conditions rather than human nature • • •
What I mean is, that in "Griffith Davenport" the workings of this
wonderful human nature are displayed as modified by certain distinct
and peculiar social conditions.7
Herne loved to portray earnest, honest characters throughout his
career.

In each play one finds a sincere, unspoiled character who is

the focal point of his attention, and who was played by either Herne
or his wife.

It is interesting to note that the key roles in all of his

plays were written expressly with his wife or himself in mind.

And these

characters are invariably kindly, generous folk who, in Herne'.s mind,
exemplify human nature at its best.

This is the case with }1ary, the

"fishermen's child," with Uncle Nat, a.nd with the old sea :::.:.ptain in
Sag Harbor (see chapter six).

But these characters remain virtually

unchanged by the action around them, triumphing over rather than reacting
to the dramatic conflict.

They represent human nature, pure and simple.

But Griffith Davenport is changed by the events around him.

His

decisions are made within the play itself, and his character seems to be
molded at least partially before the spectators' eyes.

This is surely

what Herne meant when he described Griffith Davenport as "picturing human
conditions rather than human nature."

Only Margaret Fleming and Griffith
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Davenport come to new ins_ights about themselves in the course of the
drama.

This is surely what made Professor Quinn call these two plays

Herne's best.

8

And since Griffith Davenport is not marred by the

didacticism and extraneous characters which flaw Margaret Fleming, it may
safely be labelled, based on the available acts and evidence, Herne's
best play.
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Chapter VI
SAG HARBOR
In his last play Herne returns to being the kind of dramatist he
was before he met Hamlin Garland.

The plot of Sag Harbor is essentially

the same a.s that of his first play, Hearts of Oak.

This is not to say

that his last play does not reflect the maturity that he gained through
experience with the plays which intervened between his first and his
last.

It is not so much similar to his first play in technique, as it

is in subject.

There are no social issues in Herne's last play (unless

one might consider the minute appearance of a female ship painter as a
plug for women's rights).

It is simply a story of New York fishermen,

their wives and sweethearts.

It is, in the words of Professor Quinn,

"a domestic comedy."
It may therefore seem superfluous to discuss this play iu a study
of Herne's social criticism.

But as this paper has also sought to show

the relationship between social criticism and artistic techniques in
Herne' s plays,
the story.

A. stud~,

of hi~ last play is necess~:-;,. in er 22r to comple.t.:

In Drifting Apart, Herne's two natures, while immature, were

quite evenly balanced.

In Margaret Fleming as well, though the technique

is superior and the social lesson more subtle, Herne the artist is at
equilibrium with Herne the social critic.

In Shore Acres, however, the

scale was radically tipped in favor of social criticism.

Then, as Herne

grew older, .he seems to have sensed the need for more lasting themes.

In

his next play, The Reverend Griffith·Davenport, Herne's artistic techniques
are perhaps at their highest maturity, while the social lesson is only
70
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lightly touched upon.

And a study of Heme's final play reveals that

Herne finally abandoned social criticism, turning to the timeless theme
of disorder and reconciliation.
The plot of ·Sag Harbor is quite conventional.
of two brothers who love the same girl.
orphaned when just a young child.
him devotedly.

It is the story

Martha, who is twenty, was

Ben Turner took her in, and she loves

Naturally, her love for him is that of a daughter for a

father, and Ben knows it.

She is secretly engaged to Ben's brother,

Frank, who is about her age.

Frank has been on a whaling voyage for

nearly five years, and is scheduled to arrive home on the day the action
begins.

Martha rushes to Ben with the letter which announces Frank's

arrival, planning to tell him of their engagement.

But a loveable old

Captain, Dan, has convinced Ben that Martha is only waiting for .him (Ben)
to propose to her.

Ben, who loves her dearly, finally gets up the courage.

Martha is heartbroken, for she knows she must give up Frank out of
gratitude to Ben for his years of care.

She tells Ben she will give him

her answer the following day.
Meanwhile Frank has returned, and Martha explains the situation.
He is extremely bitter, for he sees that she is determined to sacrifice
their love.

Enter Ben, who has discovered his mistake.

But Martha

finally convinces him that her love for Frank is only sisterly, and they
announce their engagement.
Act III occurs two years later.
and Frank has come to visit for a while.

Ben and Martha have a baby girl,
When he and Martha are left

alone they have a bitter argument, part of which is accidentally
witnessed by Ben.
unable to deny it.

Frank claims that Martha still loves him, and she is
Ben realizes that he has been deceived all along.

A
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violent argument is imminent, but Martha declares that she must be
given the night to think.

The two brothers leave to spend the night

with Captain Dan.
Act IV, which occurs on Easter morning, finds Ben determined to
leave Frank and Martha free to be married.

But Martha is equally

· determined to remain with Ben, convinced that it is he whom she has
loved all along.

Finally Frank realizes that she no longer loves him,

and the three are reconciled.
Though this is not by any means Herne's . best play, it nonetheless
bears the marks of his experience with realistic techniques.
dialogue is good:

The

though it may be somewhat too sweet and ingenuous for ·

modern tastes, it is natural and quite believable.

Characterization,

while not so complex as that of Margaret Fleming and Griffith Davenport,
is not stereotyped.

Martha is unsure of her emotions and Frank, normally

kind and guileless, is, by his own admission, angry enough to kill his
own brother.

And plot has less importance in Sag Harbor than in a

melodrama, and even in most of Herne's plays.

Though the situation is

standard and conventional, the problem is not solved by the death of a
brother, or the return of a long-lost sweetheart, but by the conscious
decision of the characters themselves.

What happens in the play occurs

because of the personalities of the people involved) and not because of
outside events over which they have no control.

In this sense the

characterization of Sag Harbor is perhaps the most "modern" to be found
in Heme's plays.

And though this play emphasizes atmosphere, and

includes a real supper and a real baby, it has not the tedious, irrelevant
scenes of Shore Acres.

The action moves along smoothly, freely inter-
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spersed with "down-home" atmosphere.

In general, then, Sag Harbor

shows evidence of a certain maturity gained from experience with previous
plays • . And while, artistically, it is not Herne's best, neither is it
his worst.
Perhaps Sag Harbor's greatest fault, that which makes it less noteworthy than Margaret Fleming or Griffith Davenport, is the lack of a
strong central figure who commands attention through his agonized reactions to surrounding conditions.

The attention of the viewer is

divided between four quite important characters.
most central.

One is unsure which is

Is it Captain Dan, the kindly meddler, played by Herne,

who finally resolves the conflict through his sage advice?
hearted Ben, whose love for Martha is so strong?
disappointed Frank?
action?

Or is it big-

Or perhaps the

But what of Martha herself, who really controls the

One's attention is divided, and so the audience is never so ·

intensely involved with one · character as it is in Herne's best plays.
But there is a new technique in Sag Harbor which is not found in
the other plays.
theme.

This technique is the use of imagery to reinforce a

It is probably most commonly associated with Shakespeare.

T_,ear, for exawple, the:

ch.aral:1~ers

around them, in terms of animals.

In

describe each other, and the world
This animal imagery reinforces the

cruelty of Lear's situation, and the inhuman treatment he receives at
the hand of his daughters.

Again, in Macbeth one finds much clothing

imagery, descriptions in tenns of garments which do not fit.
you dress me in borrowed robes?"

asks Macbeth.

"Why do

This imagery underscores

the fact that Macbeth is a usurper, that indeed his crown does not
"fit."

And this technique is present, though ·certainly in a much cruder

form, in Sag Harbor.
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As in many plays, notably Shakespeare's romances, the form .of Sag
Harbor is one of order, disorder, and reconciliation.

This is Herne's

theme in the play, and it is . this idea which is reinforced thro.ugh the
use of imagery.

The life-death-rebirth sequence is underscored by birth

and death imagery.

Those of death are in the majority.

Although

Professor Quinn calls this play a comedy, death seems to be constantly
on the lips of the characters.

One of the characters, a widower, is

incessantly referring to the fact that "Mother hasn't been dead a year
yet."

One of the first songs to be sung in this play which is redolent

with melodies, is "Oh! the poor workhouse boy, fatherless--motherless-sisterless--brotherless • • • "
orphan--Martha.

There are two widows in the play, and one

The widows refer to their dead husbands constantly, and

Martha's dead parents are frequently referred to.
Dan enters, cherrily singi.n g:

12

At one point Captain

An' the ship went down with all on board."

These are the most striking images, but there are others which
reinforce their impact.

Some refer to the beginning of time, the time

of order and the commencement of life:

there are two references to the

book of Genesis, one to Methuselah, one to Job, and one to Joshua.
Others are.

r~ferences

death/rebirth cycle.

to heavt:m and angels--the termination of the birth/
Captain's wife doesn't want to go to the Salvation

Army meeting--she refuses to play a tambourine to get to heaven.
people are referred to as having wings.
never grow old.

Twice

And we are told that angels

When reconciliation finally occurs, the characters

themselves seem to attain a timeless, "heavenly" state.

Martha comforts

Frank by reminding him that the Kingdom of Heaven is within his heart,
and that God is there with them all in Sag Harbor.
reinforces this feeling.

And the final lullabye
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Clearly some of these

i~ages

seem unintentional.

But there are

so many of them, and some of them are so unexpected, even out of place,
that they can hardly be denied.

In the middle of the celebration of

the engagement, for instance, a neighbor casually asks, "Say, you two
goin' to the fun'ral tomorrow?"
respond.

When asked, "Whose?" he does not even

And perhaps the strangest remark of the play is the following:

CAP'N DAN.
BEN.
CAP'N DAN.

When the cholery carried Jim off an' everybody else
said "Good reddance," she sat dmm an' grieved herself
to death after him in less'n a week.
Pathetic, wasn't it?
Pathetic? It was funny.

This statement is extremely odd, yet it is strangely in tune with the
tragi-comic genre.

For it consists of mixing death and comedy.

In a

sense, disorder and death turn out to be comic, once order has been
reestablished.

And Captain Dan seems to express this very idea, by

finding the deaths of Martha's parents humorous.

Grisly though this may

sound, it is difficult to explain in any other way this statement by
Captain Dan, who is one of the kindest and most sensitive characters in ·
the play.
When Frank learns of Martha's decision, he tells her, "I wish
I were dead!"

In the middle of a perfectly pleasant dinner conversation

a neighbor suddenly announces that a horse died of cholic that day.
And at the end of the celebration of Ben and Martha's engagement, after
Captain Dan has persuaded his sweetheart of fifteen years to be his wife,
he exits, singing,
Oh there was a little man,
And he had a little gun,
And its bullets was filled .with lead, lead, lead.
Later, Ben's father enters with a newspaper and begins to read the local
news to the ladies.

The first item:
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We were informed last week, on creditable authority, of the death
of William Wright, and so gave the public benefit- of the news
through our enterprisin' colyumns • . Yesterday, Mr. Wright walked
in and informed us that he is alive• •
This last is a death-rebirth image, and as such it fits in neatly
. with the theme of disorder and reconciliation.

The rebirth idea, however,

is best found in the baby imagery which pervades the play.

Act I begins

with Captain Dan and his sweetheart playing "cat's cradle," and Dan
bemoaning the fact that it is surely "the only cradle we're ever likely
to need."

People are constantly remarking how dearly they love babies.

The third act begins with Martha cutting out baby clothes, and the play
ends with the announcement that Captain Dan's wife is pregnant.
baby (Martha and Ben's) does not appear until the final act.
however, is most appropriate, for it is Easter morning.

A real

This,

The reconcili-

ation takes place on Easter, the typical symbol of birth and rebirth.
Church bells ring as the act opens, and the play ends with a sweet lullabye
which announces that order has been restored:
Sleep, my love and peace attend thee
All through the night,
Guardian angels God will lend thee
All through the night.
Soft the drowsy hours are creeping
Hill and vale in slumber sleeping;
Love alone his watch is keeping
All through the night.
Other images are even more obviously intentional on Herne's part. ·
The death-in-life situation which is present in the scene in which Ben
finally learns the truth is aptly portrayed by the weather:
snowing in April.

it is

The characters themselves make a point of mentioning

the odd weather they are having.

And when the reconciliation takes

place the next morning, it is beautifully sunny and the snow has
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disappeared.

This, combined with the fact that the reconciliation occurs

on Easter Sunday amid ringing church bells, seems conclusive evidence
that Herne was indeed consciously trying to reinforce the idea of death
and rebirth.

Whether the other images--those of babies and cradles, of

murder and death--were conscious can only be speculated.
were not.

Many surely

But the technique does indeed exist in Sag Harbor.

Herne's

intentions do not change the fact that these images do exist, and that
they do reinforce effectively his theme of order, disorder, and order
restored.
The artistic side of Herne, then, the side which loved to experiment with interesting techniques and present timeless themes of human
nature, finally overshadowed the social reformer within him.
are at odds throughout his career.

The two

In his first plays, Hearts of Oak

and The Minute Men, no social issues have been treated, and thus they
find no place in this study.

Then in Drifting Apart the subject of

alcohol, and its corrosive effects on men and society, appears.

In this

first play dealing with a social issue the reforming and the artistic
sides of Herne seem to balance, _and the same is true of the next play, ·
Margaret Fleming.

Here their merger is most complete, most satisfying

from both aspects.

This delicate equilibrium was aptly expressed by

one critic of the time:
Avoiding, on the one hand, the extreme of the purpose play that
defeats its purpose through excess of insistence on the moral it
should only point, and, on the other, that exhibition of mere
technique, in which substance is sunk in form, and the meaning of
the matter is lost in the manner of its shapiny, Mr. Herne's art
deals with results rather than with processes.
Then irt .Shore ·Acres the social critic seems to overwhelm the ·
artist.

Up to and including this play Herne's career develops quite
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steadily toward an ibsenian emphasis on society and social issues.

Then,

in his last plays, and particularly in the last, Herne the radical gives
way to Herne the artist, and social issues become subordinate to
character study and technique.

The older Herne seems to reach out

more ins is ten tly for the timelessness he so_ugh t all along, for the
timeless themes of disorder and reconciliation, of the human condition.

NOTE ·

.Chapter Six

~arco Tiempo, "Workers at Work," Arena, 22 (1899), 376.
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James A. Herne, 1839-1901, is generally considered to be the best
American dramatist prior to O'Neill.

His dramas represent the first

American attempts at dramatic realism.

His early plays are melodramatic

in tendency, but soon he began to eliminate villains, asides, stereotyped
characters, and other trappings of that earlier dramatic form.
lin Garland saw Herne's play dealing with the drink problem,

'~1en

Ham-

Driftin~

part, he was convinced that Herne could be groomed into a sort of American
Ibsen.

Garland soon introduced Herne to William Dean Howells, and the

two authors encouraged Herne in his quest for realism.

The result was

Margaret Flemi.n_g_, a stark drama dealing with the problem of marital infidelity and the double standard.

While not a financial success, it made

an artistic impact and became the impetus for the first independent theater movement in the United States.
This paper studies Herne as social critic.

The play which Garland

saw was about alcohol and its effects on the home, and Margaret Fleming
considers the place of women in society.

His next play, Shore Acres,

deals with land speculation and Darwinism, ideas intimately related to
Henry George's single tax theory.

A final play, Griffith Davenport,

deals with the Civil War and slavery, . thus bringing up the question of
Negro rights.
These four issues were prominent in the 1880's and '90's when Herne
wrote.

Prohibition was already in effect in Maine, woman suffrage was

being supported by the AFL, "single tax" was on the lips of many intellectuals, and Negroes were being lynched by the hundreds each year.
Herne campaigned for Bryan twice and supported George's single tax theory
wholeheartedly.

Clearly, Herne was a mirror of the social climate of

his times.
It would be less than accurate, however, to maintain that Herne is
primarily a social critic.

The reformer in him was usually in submission

to, or at equilibrium with, the artist.
dramatist, he was an innovator.
in Chekov and O'Neill.

Though Herne was not a great

Some of his techniques are seen again

A study of Herne as social critic, then, cannot

maintain that Herne was chiefly concerned with art as social

ii

con~ent.

Indeed, Herne's last two plays begin to move away from social issues.

They are more concerned with human, than social, truths.

A chronolog-

ical study of the plays, then, emphasizing both social attitudes and
innovative artistic techniques, reveals the struggle between social radical and literary artist which took place within the mind of Herne, with
the latter finally

be~oming

dominant.

Such a study of Herne, emphasizing social criticism, is unique.
Critics have hitherto been more concerned with Herne's techniques, with
his gradual shift from melodrama to realism.

But since Herne is America's

first dramatist of ideas, it seems worthwhile to study those ideas, to
discover which social evils met the barbs of our "American Ibsen."

i.i:i.

